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ABSTRACT

Ful ly deveìoped, laminar, mixed convectioñ is analyzed in

horîzontal tubes with two verticalìy or iented internaì fins' Con-

stant heat input axialìy and uniform wall temPerature circumfer-

ential ly are assumèd. A mathematical nodel was developed for

which the solution was obtained using the finite difference meth-

od appl ied on a I'Tarker and Ceìl tyPe of mesh'

Resuìts are presented for a Prandtl number of 0.J' Grashof

numbers of upto l0' , and fin height to internal radius ratios of

o(smooth tube), 0,25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0' These resuìts Incìude

the secondary flow, axial velocity and temPerature d¡stributions

and locaì heat flux distribution. Engineering parameters such as

the friction factor and Nusseìt number are then evaiuated based

on these d istr ibut ions '

Free convection effects are found to be significant' espè-

cialìy for large Grashof numbers and short fins. Fins are found

to suppress the free convective currents. The Percentage increas-

es in Nusselt number and friction factor ovèr their forced con-

vective values are found to decrease as the fin height ¡ncreases'

ln al ì cases considered, the percentage increase in Nusselt num-

ber (due to free convection) is significantly higher than the Per-

ceñtage increase in fl íct ion factor.
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NO'.IENgLATURE

Eno I ish Svmbol s

A cross sectional area of thè tube [m'z]

c specific heat at constant Pressurè [J/kg K]

D continuity tèrm, defined by equation(4'7)

Fr gravitatìonal body force Per unit volume ín the radial

d i rect ion IN/mr]

Fç gravitationaì body force per unit voìume in the angular

d i rect íon IN/m']

f mean friction factor,defined by equation (5'5)

cr Grashof number, (8Pr."gQ) / O'lK)

9 acceìeration of gravitY lm/sec'z]

H non-dinensionaì fin height, ¿/ro

h nean convective heat transfer coefficient, defined by

equat ion (5.9) . [W/m'¿K]

i,j indices in the R and É directions, respectÌveìy'

k therma ì conduct iv i tY [l'llm K]

N rin height [mJ

Nu Nusse lt number, 2hro/k

P non-dimens ¡onal Pressure' def Ìned by equatìon (3'8tr)

Pr Prandtl number, ¡clk
p pressure [N/m']

Q i nput heat rate Per un i t I ength lf'I,/ml

q" local heat flux [l.t/mt]



R

ã"

Ra

Re

mean heat f lux []f/m'¿]

non-d imens iona I radial coordinatè'r,/ro

Ray le i gh number, Gr Pr

Reynolds number ,2w ar.Æ

radial coordinate [rn]

internål radius of the tube lml

temperatute IK]

waìl tenperature of the tube and fins [K]

bulk temperature of the f ìuid [K]

non-d imens ion al tine,V.l /G'z

radial veìocity (non-d imens i ona I ) , defined by

tion(3.14a)

rad ia I ve ì oc i ty (non-d imens i ona I ) , defined by

t i on (3.8d)

rad iaì velocity [m/ sec]

angular velocity (nond imens i ona I ) , defined by

tion(3.14Þ)

angular veìocity (non-d imens î ona I ) , defined by

t i on (3.8e)

angu lar veloc ity [m/sec]

axiaì velocity (non-dimensional),definèd by

tion (3, ì 4d)

axial velocìty(non-dimensionaì), defined by

t i on (3 .8f)

axial veloci ty [m,/sec]

bulk velocity of the fluid [m/sec]

r

I
T

Tv,

Tb

t

u

U*

It

t.l

u

lt

equa -

equa-

equa -

equa-

equa-

equa-*



Z axiaì coord i na te (non-d inens i ona ì ) , defined by equa-

t ion (3.8b)

z axiaì coord inate [m]

Greek Synbo ì s

I volunetric coefficient of thermal exPansion [K-¡]

I tenperaturê(non-dimensional), defined by equation(3.14c)

9* temperature(non-dimensìonal), defined by equation(J.8g)

I v iscos i ty [N sec/mr]

t k inemat ic v iscos i ty [m¿lsec]

P tlui¿ density [tglm.]

0¡ f luid density at waì ì temperature [fglm"]

I angu I ar coordinate

t t ¡De [sec]
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Chaptèr I

INTROOUCT ION

The need for compact heat èxchangers has invigorated an ex-

tensive resèarch into different methods of heat transfer augmen-

tation. This research has so far proposed severaì methods. Some

of these methods, e.9., surface vibration, elêctrostatic fieìds

and fluid additivès are not suitable for most appl icat¡ons on ac-

count of additìonal costs and requirements of auxiliary power.

A more attractive techniquê is that of surface promoters,

which is designed to reduce the thermal resistance at the surfac-

es of the tubes. Due to its simpl icity, this technique has gained

spec¡al attention. The internaì ly fÌnned tubes belong to this

cìass and have bècone extremely popular in recent years. Feasi-

biì ity of manufacturing and significantly improved heat trañsfer

performance over smooth tubes are the main reasons for the suc-

cess of these tubes, However, the enhancement in the rate of heat

transfer ¡s ach ieved àt the cost of increased pump ing power.

Shape and type (straight or spiraì) of internal fins, their rela-

tive height, interfin spacing and many other parameters were re-

ported to have an infìuence on the tube pèrformance of these

tubes.

For internaììy f¡nned tubes, both ìaminar and turbulent

flows were studied, several tube configurat¡ons wère considered

-l



2

and data on the corresponding pressure drop and heat transfer

performance were reported. Anaìytical and experimental techniques

were used ¡n these investìgations. The mathematical modeìs used

in both ìaminar and turbulent fìow situatíons assumed pure forced

convect¡on, For the case of turbulent fìow, the analytical and

experimental resuìts showed close agreement. 0n the other hand,

the analyt¡cal predictions of laminar heat transfer deviated sig-

nificantly fron the experimental results. This deviation is at-

tributed to the presence of frèe convection inside the tube. ln

turbulent flow where thè ¡nertia forces are much ìarger than the

viscous forcès, frèe convection effects are normally ínsignifi-

cant. Hence, the analyticaì predictions are expected to match

wel I with the experimental data. ln laminar f low, free convection

is known to have significant effects on the velocity and tempera-

ture distributions within the flow cross section and hence cannot

be ignored in thè analysis,

From a mathêmatical point of view, incìusion of free convec-

tion into the anaìysis of laminar fìuid fìow and heat transfer

through internally finned tubes is a difficult task. ln order to

modeì nixed free and forced convection mathematical ly, the systen

of governing equations becomes highly non I inear and hence ex-

tremely difficuìt to solve. Tube orientation is yet another fac-

tor vrh¡ch determines the nature of these equations, For vertical-

ly oriented tubes, the forced and free convection currents are

unidirectional and hence the analysÌs requires solutions of two

dimensionaì velocity and pressure fieìds. ln horizontaì tubes,
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free convective currents are perpendicular to the forced convec-

tiôn and three dimensionaì velocity and pressure fields are re-

quired to be solved. ln the literature, no anaìysis is available

where, the ìaminar m¡xed convection problem in horizontaì inter-

nally f¡nned tubes is investigated,

The motivation behind the present study is to include the

effêcts of free convection in fully developed laminar f ìow of air

(Pr=0.7) inside internally f¡nned tubes. Two straight longìtudi-

nal f ins of variabìe height are ¡ncorporated in the smooth tubè

gèomètry to simpl ify the analytical complexities. Constant axiaì

heat input is assumed at the wall. With this gèonetry and bounda-

ry condition, objèctives of this work can þe sumnarized as fol-

lows:

l. To ¡nvestigate the effects of f¡n height and Grâshof num-

ber on the fol ìowing parameters:

a. Secondary flow ¡nduced by free convection currents'

b. Axial velocity and temperature distributions,

c. Local heat f lux distribution along the circular

tube walì and fins.

d. overal I values of friction factor and Nusselt number'

2. To establ ish an analyticaì background for further resèarch

in the same area where more than two internal fins are

cons idered .



Chapter I I

L ITERATURE REV I EW

Analysis of laminar fluid flow and heat transfer in horizon-

tal tubes where a veritable proPositíon of mixed convection is

taken into consÌderation, poses ger ious d¡fficulties' l'lhen the

problem is approached anaìyticaì ly, complexity of the governing

partial differential equations, as yrll ì be seen ìater' makes at-

tainment of exact solutÌons a formidable task. Early analysts

seeking cìosed forn soìutions, nostìy made their nodels very ex-

clusive by employing various simplifying assumPt¡ons. Consequent-

ly, their solutions bècame either very restr¡ctive or conPleteìy

unrea I ist ic [ì] .

The anaìysis ¡s further intricated if the f lot{ cross sect¡on

devìates fron the simple círcular geonetry of smooth tubè. Exper-

¡mental rèsults therefore, remain the nain source of ¡nformation

whèn design cons¡deretions are måde. Today however' the painful

and tine consuming task of experinental research can be substan-

tiaìly reduced by incorporating modern comPuter technology, and

many variations of a given Problem can be studied with relative

ease.

It has been experimentalìy observed that ¡ntroduction of

internal fins substantiaì ly increaseSthe rate of heat trensfèl at

the cost of increased pumpÌng Power. During laminar flow' free

-4-
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convect ion effects are expected to be s ign if icant. I t i s des i ra-

ble therefore to study this probìem anaìytically. As wÌlì be

seen in thìs revÌew, the case of laminar míxed convection ìn hor-

¡zontal internally finned tubes has not yet been solved.

ln the perspective of aÞove discussion' it is ¡mperative

that experimental as weì I as mathematical researches involving

both the snooth and internaì ì y f inned hor izontaì tubes be re-

viewed. Since the present solution was deveìopèd numerically, it

was aìso felt important that a br¡ef I iterature survey of some

widely empìoyed numerical methods pertaining to incomPressibìe

fluid flow and heat transfer problems be incìuded. This chapter

is therefore divided into three sections. Selected I iterature is

reviewed in respectÌve context with reasonable brevity.

2.1 sr,tooTH TUBES

2.1.ì ExÞerimèntal

Experimental work done in the area of incompressible fìow

and heat transfer in horizontal tubes' where the presence of sec-

ondary flow is recognÌzed gÕes back to the l920rs. However, it

was not unt¡l the ìate ì950rs that serious attèntion was paìd to

the enhancemènt of heat transfer and pumping friction due to the

ex i s tence of secondary fìow.

Essential ly,two I imiting boundary conditions were imposed at

thè tube wall. one corresponds to the isothermal tube-wall, and

the other is thê case of constant wall heat flux. ln the case of

constant wall heat fìux, a constant temperature difference exists
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between the f ìuid bulk temperature and the tube wall ¡n the fully
developed region. This differenee gênerates density grad¡ents

causing secondary f lor., perpendicuìar to the ma¡n or primary f ìow.

I t can be sa id (g iven everyth ing eì sè constant) t¡at appl icat ion

of higher heating ìoads wouìd augment the intensity of secondary

flow. Hence, free convection exists not onìy through tÀe entire

length of the tube but, ¡ts magnitude ¡s proportionaì to heating

loads. Grashof and Rayleigh numbers are commonly used as dimen-

sionìess neasures of the intensity of appl ied heating loads,

,,lcComas and Eckèrt [2] stud¡ed thè m¡xed laminar convection

in horizontal tubes with constant bral I heat fìux using air as

working f ìuid. Low heating ìoads (Gr=ìOOO) were appl ied and an

attempt was made to correìate Nusseìt number with Rayleigh number

and a non- dimèns¡onal length ratio. Aìthough these researchers

were doubtfuì about the usefullness of this non-dimensional

length rat io, i t was however incorporated. Prev ious researches on

vertical smooth tubès sholred ã strong dependence on this ratio.
It is to be noted that in vertical tubes thè primary and secon-

dâry flows are un¡directional , whereas, in horizontal tubes they

are perpendicular to each other. Any dependence of Nusselt num-

ber on length ratios ¡s not intuÌtiveìy conceived. At low heating

ìoads, the weak sêcondary flow åoes not substantial ìy alter the

values of heat transfer coefficient and friction factor. These

researchèrs could onìy observe a sl¡ght decrease in wal I tempera-

turê compared to that predicted by the forced convective analy-

sis.
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A significant work where higher heating loads were applied

$¿as carried out in the Soviet Union. Petukhov and Poìyakov [3,4]

exper¡mentaìly investigated the Iocal heat transfer during lami-

nar fìow of water in a horizontal stainless stèel tube subiected

to constant wall heat flux. The measurements were perforned over

a Reynolds number range of 50 to 2400 and Rayleigh number vary¡ng

from 2x101 to 4xì0?. They proposed a correlation equation for the

average Ìlusselt number as a function of Rayleigh number alone'lt

was reported that due to the presence of free convect¡on, the

wall temperature varied considerabìy over the perimeter of the

tube.This fostered thè notion that there ex¡sts in the upper por-

tion of the tube, a region where f ìuid has a reìatively h¡gh

temperature and which is not encompassed by the cross circuìa-

tion. For the values of Rayle¡gh number of the order of ì0' , av-

erage Nusselt number was reported to have increased about three-

foìd over the forced convective value. Another interesting

feature reported is the delay of laíìinar-turbulent transit¡on in

terms of Reynolds number, Higher values of Reynolds number were

needed to reach th is trans it ion in conpar ison wì th the case of

pure forced convect ion.

Shannon and Depew [5] reported similar findings, Water was

used in a smooth coppèr tube and a fully dèveloped velocity pro-

file was establ ished at the onset of heating, Reynolds number

ranged from ì20 to 2300 and the highest value of Grashof number

was 2.5xì05. The thermaì entry region was found to bè very

smaìì. Values of Nusselt number two-and-a-haìf times larger than



I
those expected from forced convection were found at this value of

Grashof number.Nusseì t number was correlated with Râyleigh num-

Þer.

The additional factor of walì conductance was incorporated

by Bergles and Simonds [6] .T¡ey used glass and copper tubes sub-

jected to constant wall heat fìux and water was used as work¡ñg

f lu¡d. This study reported a quaì itative and visuaì pícture of

the effects of free convection on forced convection. Reasonably

high heating loads (Ra-l0r) were appl ied. At this high value of

Rayleigh number, the heat transfer coefficient reached thrèè to

four times the value predicted by tradi tional forced convective

solutions where secondary flow is altogether ignored. An ¡mpor-

tant feature of th i s study was the ident if icat ion of upper and

ìower bounds of the average Nusseìt number at hígh heat¡ng loads.

Since the presence of free convection lowers the wal I tempera-

ture, conductiv¡ ty of the tuþè matèriaì dètermines these bounds,

For pract¡cal purposes, glass and copper tubès wère assigned

these lower and upper boundg, respectiveìy, Based on these con-

siderations, a tentative composite prediction plot was recommend-

ed, which matched yrel I with the correlat¡ons suggested by Petuk-

hov and Poìyakov [3,4] who used a stainìess steel tube.

llorcos and Bergles [7] extended this work to ethylene gly-

col. Thèy employèd glass and stainìess steel tubes and conf¡rmed

the arguments suggested by Simonds and Bergìes [6]. tor fulìy de-

veloped ìaminar flow, Nusseìt number primariìy depended upon Ray-

ìeigh number, however, a dimensionless tube r.raìl conductance pa-
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rameter was also required to correlate the heat transfer data. ln

this study,effects of increasing Rayleigh number on pumping fric-
tion wêre also investigatèd, The friction factor was found to ¡n-

crease with Rayleigh nunber, however, its relative increase in

coÌnpar ison with Nusseìt nunber was smal ì ,

For the case of isothermal $rall, reasonable amount of work

has been reported. ln horizontal ¡sothermal tubes, the effêct of

free convection on forced convect¡on is present only in the ther-

nal entry region. As the f luid traveìs down the tube length,the

f luid bulk temperature approaches the wal I temperature. At one

point, the waì ì to bul k tempèrature difference becomes smal I , thus

eliminatÌng the cause of free convection. lt is therefore obvious

that, in the case of isothermal tubes, some characterst¡c length

based on the tube dimensions be incorporated in establishìng cor-

reìations.

Brosrn and Thomas [8] investigated combined free and forcèd

convection heat transfer for laminar fìow in horizontaì isother-

maì tubes. lrater was used as working f luid and Nusseìt number was

correlated with Graetz and Grashof numbers. Aìthough thê values

of Grashof number brere not very ¡arge, a rise in Nusselt number

values was reported. These researchers suggested that mass flow

rate of the f luid could be ån important factor ìn estabì ¡sh¡ng

meaningful correlations. The argument was based on fìnitè ìength

tubes, where onìy forced convection was considered. lt was argued

that at higher flow rates, the temperature profile remains steep

at the sides of the tube whereas at lower flow rates the profile
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becomês more curved, and temperature grad ient at the wa I I is

therefore smaì1. lf free convection is to be superimpÕsed on thê

above two cases, it could be reasonabìe to assume that the steep-

er tèmperature profile would give rise to a greater rate of mix-

ing, hence it was concluded that heat transfer ènhancement due

to free convêction would depend on flow rates as wel ì.

Depew and August 19] confirmed the argument that írass flow

rate couìd be an ¡mportant factor. They however chaì lenged the

assumption that the length to diameter (. L/D ) ratio could be a

significant parameter in free convection functions. Analysis of

relatìvely short tubes helped conclude this objection, Since the

temperature gradient at the wall falls with the increasing dis-

tance along the tube length, the gradient for a short tube would

remain relatively steep for the entire ìength. lt was presumed

that short thin tubes wouìd exhibit reìatively higher natural

convèction effects than longer tubes, hence ( L/D ) ratio ìoses

its signif¡cance as a unìversal entity. ln an attempt to derive a

correìation between Nusseìt and Grashof numbers' viscosity was

found to have profound effects. Hencè, Prandtì number was incor-

porated as an independent parameter.

ln both of the above two researches, the influence of free

convection was found to be substantial as far as enhancement in

the rate of heat transfer is concerned. Yousef and Tarasuk [ì0]

conducted an ¡nterferometric study of ¡sothermaì tubes. Reynolds

number ranged fron .l20 to .l200 and, Grashof number varied from

0.8x10. to 8.7xlO'. A wide variety of ( L/D ) ratios was inves-
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tigated ( t/0 = 6 - 46 ). These investigators empìoyed l{ach-Zen-

der interferometèr to detèrmine the three dimensional temperature

field and the c¡rcumferential and average Nusselt number for air

in the entry region. Significant changes in temperature profile

from that of pure forced flow case were noted, Nusselt number at

the bottom was reported to be as high as five t¡mes thè value at

the top, lntensìty of free convection was found to be maximum at

the tube ¡nlet, while in the fuìly deveìoped region, no secondary

flo$/ b¿as found. ln a ìater report Ill] , the same investigators

proposed correlations between Nusselt number and parameters such

as Grashof numþer, Graetz number and Prandtì number. The signif-

icant feature of this work had been the use of a wide range of (

L/B ) ratios and conf¡rming Graetz number as a signif¡cant corre-

latioh entity. lt was also stated that the interferometric stud-

ies offered maximum possible experimental precision to däte,

2.1,2 Analytical

llany attempts have been made to analytical ly ¡nvestigate the

problem of laminar mixed convection in horizontal tubes. For both

types of ì imiting boundary conditions, various nathematicâl mod-

els were proposed. Exact methods and numericaì techniques were

empìoyed in soìving these modeìs. An excellent suBmary of this

work upto 1972 was reported by Hong and Bergìes [ì2] .

ln generaì, these models were restr¡cted in one way or an-

other. Various simpl ifications such as ìimits on the valuè of

Prandtì nunber, restr¡ctions on boundary conditions, neglecting
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vrall conductance and inertia terms in the governing èquations

have nade these models l¡mited. llost of this work considered

isothermal tubes and the case of constant wall heat fìux for high

values of heating ìoads is hardly available' lt is interesting to

note that the span of the present anaìys¡s would possibìy fill a

gap in the existing ìiterature on smÕoth tubes as well.

For the case of uniform wal ì heat flux, Hong and Bergìes

Il3] have theoreticaìly investigatèd the Probìem of combined

forced and free convection in horizontal tubes' The f ìovr was as-

sumed to be fully deveìoPed with a large Prandtl number. Viscosi-

ty and density were assumed to be temPerature dePendent. The

anaìysis assuned uniform heat fìux axiaìly and circumferentialìy'

Secondary flow was assumed to be conPosed of two regions: a thin

boundary layer near the tube wall and a core wh¡ch hras encìosed

by the boundary ìayer. Governing equat¡ons vúere separately solved

analyticãlly for the tvro regions. As a result of this anaìysis'

Nusseìt number was expressed as a fourth order function of Ray-

leigh number. Results were comPared with the experimental data of

ethylene glycol and good agreement was rePorted. This comparison

was however made at reìatively small heating ìoads ( Ra=ì0' )

As wi ìl be seen later, and as was aìso reported by Petukhov and

Polyakov [3,4] , significant variation in the circumferential

distribution of hêat transfer resul ts occur at high heãting

loads. Thus, the assumption of uniform circumferential wal I heat

flux no ìonger remains valid at high values of Rayleigh numbêr'

Hence, the anaìysis cannot be used there for accurate prediction.
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I'toreover, because the anaìysis assumed large values of Prandtì

number, ìt is not appì icable to most common fluids such as air

and water, even at low hèating ìoads.

Patankar et al. [14] have analytical ly studied a situation

where heating was considered to be circumferentially non-uniform.

Prandtl number values of 0.7 (air) and 5 (water) were used. Den-

sity was assumed temperature dePendent only in thê buoyancy term

wherè Boussinesq's approxÌmation was invoked. Two boundary condi-

tions were considered' ln the first case, the tube was heated

uniformly over a 180 degree arc encompassing thê upper haìf of

its circunferènce, while the lower Portion of thè tube was kePt

insulated. For the sècond case, the situation was rèversed. ln

both the cases, heat addition per unìt length was ax¡ally unÌ-

form. Since solutions were sought for cond¡t¡ons where the natu-

ral convection was a first order effect rather than a Perturba-

tion of forced convection, numerical techniques were required. At

high vaìues of Grashof number, an augmentation of heat transfer

vras noted for both cases. This effect was nore pronounced for

the casè of heated upper half. Values of the friction factor

coefficient exhibited similar increasing trènds. However, in com-

par ison wÌth the increase in Nussel t number, the percentage in-

crease in friction factor was much smal ler. Hèat transfer was

found to be independent of Reynolds nunber in the fully developed

reg ion.

Analytical studies d¡rected towards establish¡ng solutions

for the entry region in isothermaì tubès are relatively nore nu-
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merous. Hieber et aì. [ì5] investigated mixed convection in an

isothermally hèated horizontaì pipe. A large Prandtl number was

assumed. Analysis was I imited to a Reynoìds number range of ì00

to t000. The solution domain for the entry regìon was decomposed

¡nto four regions¡ nameìy, the near region, the intermediate re-

gion, the near intermed¡ate region and the far region. ln the

near region, the velocity profíìe was approximated by the Blausi-

us distribution which was used to calculate the buoyancy forces.

The far region was totaììy free of secondary flow. The govern¡ng

equations were integrated in these regions with various approxì-

mat¡ons, Results thus obtained expressed Nusselt number as a

function of Reynoìds number, Grashof ñumbèr and t¡e ( L/D ) ra-

tio. After incorporating numerous corrections, the theory was

cìaimed to agree well with thè experimental results'

Ou et al . [16] in contrast to Hieber et aì. [15] soìved thè

governing equations for the entrance region of an isothermal

tuÞe, Their anaìysis also used a largè Prandtì number assumPtion

( Pr > l0 ) and provided numericaì results' The large Prandtl as-

sumption renders the inert¡a terms in the vorticity transport

equatìon negìigibìe, thus simpì¡fies the solution procedure. Re-

sults are however ìimited to viscous fluids. These analysts

soìved the governing equâtíons using the finite dÌfference method

and could onìy use Grashof number values upto ì0'. Beyond this

value, the method of solution showed ¡nstabil ity. Resuìts were

found to be in cìose agreement vri th the existing data on ethyi-

a ìcoho I and gìycerol-water mixture.
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Híshida et al. [ì7] solved the thermal entry region problem

for isothermal tubes. Though the highest value of Grashof number

corresponded to noderate heating ìoads ( Gr=10'), no restriction

on Prandtì was inposed, Dimensionless momentum and energy equa-

tions were soìved using the rrllACrr approach which wiìì be dis-

cussed later. Pressure was obtained from a Poisson form of the

pressure equation and stability of the finite dÌfference scheme

was restored based on s imî I ar methods as wi I ì be used i n the

present analysÌs. The present author however, views the conver-

gence criterion used by these anaìysts with some skepticism.

ln both types of boundary condit¡ons, thè author is unaware

of a model where no serious assumption to simpl ify the equations

have been used while sufficientìy high heating loads are apPlied.

The present anaìysis assumes constant heat appl ication per unit

ìength lrith no restriction on Prandtl number or heating load.

2,2 HOR IZONTAL INTERNALLY F INNED TUBES

2.2.1 Exper imenta ì

Relatively few studies are availabìe for the internal ly-fin-

ned-tubes performance. An excel lent summary of this þrork uPto

l!68 was reported by Bergles [18] ana updated upto ì970 by Ber-

g les and !,ebb [19].

llatkinson et al. [20] obtained data of pressure drop and

heat transfer of hor izontal internally f¡nned tubes in ìaminar

oiì f low. Tubes with var¡able number of stra¡ght and spiral fins

were used. A steam jacket surrôunded the test sect¡on to ensure
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an isothernaì boundary condition. Various kinds of oiì ( Pr -

180 - 250 ) were used and Reynolds number ranged from 50 to 3000.

At Reynolds numbèr of 500' heat transfer v.ra s enhanced over smooth

tube vaìues by I lo 22\ percent depending on the tube geometry'

tor the same vaìue of Reynolds number and pumping power' the in-

crease in hèat transfer ranged from I to ì81 Percent' lt vras re-

ported that, 9Ìven alì other conditions unchanged' fewer but

longer fÌns gave larger heat transfer coeffìcients. This study

proposed correlations for Nusselt nunber as a function of number

of fins, Reynolds number, Grashof number and ( L,/D ) ratio. For

straight fins, the reciprocaì of the number of fins was employed

in these correlations while inter-fin spacing to pitch ratio was

used for spiral fins.

f.larner and Bergles [2 l] stud¡ed the heat transfer charac-

terstics of an internalìy finned tube with ten longitudinal fins.

Uniforn heat flux was applied on the tube vrall and very I imited

data was reported. Dependence of Nusseìt number on Prandtì num-

ber was shown, but no correlation was reported.

For the uniform wal ì heat flux case, no comprehensive exper-

imental work has been reported to date for hor izontal internaìly

f inned tubes. A work of th is nature is in progress at Heat

Transfer Laboratories of the the department of l'lechanical Engi-

neering, University of l'lanitoba. lt is anticipated that very

comprehensive data M,ill be reported in the nèar future.
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2.2.2 Anaìytical

The author is unaware of any analytical work where horizon-

ta ì interna ì ìy f i nned tubes were treated for the s i tuat ion of

mixed laminar convection. This probìem was however solved undèr

forced convective flow conditions where secondary f lolv was neg-

lected.

Hu and Chang [ZZ] ¡nvest igated the heat transfer of fu I ìy

developed laminar flow ¡n straì9ht finned tubes. Fins were con-

sidered very thin. lt was assumed that a constant heat flux ex-

isted over the cyl indrical tube surface and aìong each fin. This

assumpt¡on is unreal istic and could lead to very misleading re-

sults. These anaìysts tentatively suggèsted an optimum point in

terns Õf number of fins and their height as parameters. For no

viscous dissipat¡on and no internal heat generation, a tube with

22 internal fins and of fin he¡ght to tube radius ratio of 0.795

gave the highest Nusselt number vaìue.

As a pre-requisite to study the forcèd convective heat

transfer characterstics of internal ly f¡nned tubes, Nandakumar

and ,'1âs I iyah [23] obtained a finite èlement solutÌon of the mo-

mêntum equat¡on describing laminar f luid fìow in straight finnêd

tubes. lt was concluded that Reynolds number, inter-fin spacing

and f¡n height determined the value of friction factor.

An ¡mprovement was later made by Soì iman and Feingold [24]

who developed an infinite series solution for the velocity dis-

trÌbution and frìction factor. A fin shape which resenbled cìose-

ly the real fin configuration was used in this analysis. Flow was
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assumed to be fully deveìoped and laminar. For tubes with long

fins, secondar),/ ìoops were found to exist within the inter-fin

reg ion. Th i s work was extended by same ana I ysts [25] to inc I ude

the heat transfer case. tor various combinations of fin height

and thicknesses, it was found that the Nusseìt number increâsed

with the number of fìnstrll " upto a cr¡t¡cal value of l'1. Beyond

this value, a reversaì of trend occured. Soìiman [26] included

the effect of fin conductance. Under uniform heat flux axìaìly

and constant outsidè waì I temperature circumferential ly, the heat

transfer characterstics were influenced by the product of the fin

half angle and the ratio of thermaì conductivity of fin material

to that of f luid.

Soì ¡nan et al, [27] ¡nvestigated the isothermal wall bounda-

ry condition ¡n internally finned tuþes. Fin conductance was tak-

en into account ahd a finite difference solution was obtained for

variable number of fins and fin heights. A very interesting fea-

ture of this analysis is thè fact that fin surface proved to bè a

more effective heat transfer surface than the tube wall. This was

obsêrved for about the whole range of number of fins used. From

the resuìts, it gras concluded that the heat transfer coefficient

along the side of the fins was not uniform. ln previous analyses

e.g. [20] , this finding is contradicted when fin efficiency was

calculated. lt would be very interesting to note the results of

present analysis pertaining to this area.

An important analysis t"rhere the effects of buoyancy forces

on the overall heat transfer enhancemènt were considered, was
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carried out by Acharya and Patankar [28] Laminar mixed convec-

tion was analysed in a shrouded fin array. Results were reported

for three va ìues of t ip c I earance and two boundary cond i t ions.

For hot fin and base, which is most relevent to the present anal-

ysis, it was found that the Nusselt number increased with Grashof

number and tìp clearance. f.laximum value of Nusselt number was

obtained when the tip clearence was equal to the fin height. tor

the same vaìue of fin height, maximum amount of heat was trans-

fered from the fin surface. Coefficient of friction showed sini-

ìar increasing trends with a maximum value again corresponding to

the case where. the tip clearance was equaì to the fin height.

Though this gèonêtry cannot provide an estimate for ¡nternal ìy

finned tubes, ¡t greatìy motivates an analysis where both the ef-

fects of internal fins and the presence of free convection are

simuìtaneously analysed. Thè present study is directed towards

th is same goa ì .

Prakash and Patankar t29l soìved the combined free and

forced convection problem in vertical tubes with radial internaì

fins. Although this conf ¡guration is different from the hor¡-

zontal tubes and unidirect¡onal primary and secondary flows make

the solution procedure consìderabìy simpler, however, the analy-

sis provides ¡mportant informatidn about the effects of buoyancy

on forced convection. Flow $ras considered fully develoPed laminar

and constant axiaì heat flux was assumed. Rayleigh number varíed

from l0 to ì0! and several tube geometr¡es ¡n terms of number of

fins and their relative heights lrere considered' Finite differ-
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ence forms of governing partial different¡al equations which

were obviously not å functìon of angle, yrere numerically solved.

The buoyancy force was found to increase significantly both fric-
tion and heat transfer in the finned tubes; augmentation factors

in the range of 5 to l0 were encountered for the heat transfer

process. Although friction coefficient showed an increase as

wel I, corresponding augmentation factors were much less than the

heat transfer. Thê effect of buoyancy was particularly strong

when ìess f¡ns of shorter length were analyzed,

2.3 NU|IERICAL fitETHoDS tN tNcot'lpRESS tBLE FL0!/ pRoBLEtlS

A complete survey of alì the numerical techniques pertaining

to incompressibìe f luid flow and heat transfer probìems ¡s þeyond

the scope of th is thes is. An exceì lent survey wi th br ief d iscus-

sion on nearly alì numer icaì methods in f luid dynamics is pre-

sented by Roache [30] .

The finite difference method remains the most wideìy em-

pìoyed numer ical technique to solvè the governing d¡fferentiaì

equations. lliyakoda [31] has discussed various possibilities to
impìement this nethod for incompressible fluid fìow problems, His

work reviews and expìains some basic forms of partial differen-

tial equations appearing in the area of inconpressible fìuid

f low. Solution procedures and stabil ity criteria are also dis-

cussed.

Two standard procedures are usual ìy employed to establ ish

solutions for the incompressíble fluid flow problems. The first
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approach is to solve the primitive equations without any altera-

tions or functiona! transformat¡ons. Primit¡ve variabìes are cal-

culated directly using any appl icabìe standard method. The second

approach is to transform the primitive equations into vorticity

transport and stream function êquations. Pressure is elimìnated

from the system by cross !ìfferentiation of motnèntum equations

and solutions are expressed in terms of vorticity and stream

functions. lf required, primitive variables can be deterninèd by

¡ntegrating the obtained values of vorticity and stream func-

t ¡ons .

The primitive approach is recommended [30] for Problems with

free surfaces or fluid interfaces. ln nost of the cases however'

the vorticity-streâm function approach provides èasier formuìa-

tions and shorter computationaì time.

For the present anaìysis, the Primit¡ve variabìe approach

was chosen. lt provides a first hand description of the secon-

dary flow and pressure distribution which can be found without

fur ther man i pu ì at ions .

Both of the above aPproaches could be incorporated for

steady incompress¡bìe flow and the same soìution procedures can

be applÌed. These solution procedures can be divided into two

classes in general. The first class treats steady state equa-

tions as they are and either direct non-iterative or iteratÌve

methods are appìied to estabìish a solution. ln this class' the

Spalding-Patankar method [32] ' has found extensive use. Thìs ful-

ly implicit finite difference scheme is essentiaìly designed for
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duct fìow or boundary layer problems where stream wise second

derivatives of unknown variabìes can be neglected. This enables

solutions to be oÞtained by starting w¡th any knolrn values in the

axiaì direction and marching downstream in the flow direction,

The second cìass of methods for steady state problems is the

method of pseudo or rrfalserr transient. The basic idea behind this

technique is to consider a steady state probìem temporarily un-

steady. Transient solutions are successively obtained or a

rrmarching in tine procèss is carried out to a point whère, no

change in the vaìues of variâbles with timè is observèd. S¡nce at

th¡s point, the time derivatives vanish, the results can be con-

sidered of a steady state. Roáche [30] has proved that the

false transient approach is equivalent to the steady state meth-

ods of the first class discussed earlier. He argued that, since

the transient approach does not presume a steady state soìution,

it is preferabìe. ln some ¡nstances, although a steady state is
assumed to exist, in reality it may never exist at all, This ap-

proach is also prefered because the Von Neunan stabi I ity cr iter ¡â

are wel I establ ished, whereas in the steady statè schemes, ra-

tionalìy dèr¡ved criteria are hardly avaiìable. Var ious schemes

to solve false transient or trans¡ent equatiÕns are available and

are schemat ica I ì y summar ized by Roache [30] .

ln the incompressible f luid flow equat¡ons, the finite dÌf-
ference form of non-linear convection terms produce sone insta-

bility. This is caused by accumulated truncation errors, ln early

investigations, whèn the phenomenon was not properìy undèrstood,
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shorter t¡me steps were used as a remedy. ln other words' vari-

ables wère under-reìaxed to very smaì I vaìues. A deìayed diver-

gènce or meaningless results were obtained. Harìow and t'lelch [33]

proposed a method where, in addit¡on to the recognit¡on of this

probìenr,a solut¡on techn¡que was reconmended. This method has

been used in the present analysis and is discussed at length in

chapter lV.
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STATEIlENT OF THE PROB L I I'1

3,r PHYSTCAL r'r0DEL

The geonetry under consideration is that of a horizontal

IUOe WlEn IWO lOnglEUCrlnal lnl'ernal rlns sn(]wn ln I lglrl c ).1 .lllÈ

tube has an inside radius ro and the fins are straight ìongitudi-

naììy, For this geometry' the cyìindricaì coordinate system

(r,f,z) is the obvious choice.

The present analysis considers only hydrodynamical ly and

thèrmaì ly ful ly devêìoped laminar fìow trith uniform axíal heat

input, Consequently, thè values of veìocity, axiaì pressure gra-

dient and axial temperature gradient are invariant aìong the z

axis.

The fluid ¡s consìdered ¡ncompressible with constant Physi-

cal properties. The density is tèmperature dePendent only where

buoyancy effects are considered' The f¡ns and the tube wall are

assumed to þe of negligible thickness and negligible thermal re-

sistance. As a result, the temperature can be considered uniform

circumferèntial ly throughout the tube-waì ì and fins. This assump-

t¡on closely approx¡mates reaì ìife situation hrhere tubes with

internaì fins are made of highly conductive material such as cop-

Per.

-2\-
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#

Flg. 3.1 Tube geonetry and coordÍnate system
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There is no restriction on the type of f luid and therefore

any realistìc value of Prandtl number could be ìncorporated in

the analysìs. There is also no restrict¡on on the magnítude of

the applied heating load and hencè the analysis can incorporate

any value of Grashof nunber for which a numerical solution ¡s

possible,

Application of hèat at the wal I wouìd create a ternpèrature

difference between the f luid close to the wall and thè fìuid away

from it. This in turn would create density gradients throughoui

the cross section whìch cause free convection or secondary fìow

perpendicular to the axial or primary f low. The hot and hence

I ight fìuid moves upwards whiìè the heavier fluid comes down to

take its place. This phenomenon is responsibìe for secondary

loops whose motion can be described in tèrms of the radiaì and

angular components of the velocity vectors. Unl¡ke pure forced

convection where heat is convected only axial ìy, secondary fìow

improves the temperature mixing process, thereby enhancing the

heat transfer. This secondary motion however acts as an obstruc-

t¡on to the primary flow and thêrefore increages the frictional

drag.

lncrease in thè inside surface area due to the presencè of

¡nternal fins is expected to enhance the rate of hèat transfer.

However, the intensity of secondary flow is ìikely to decrease as

weì l, wh¡ch may decrease the rate of heat transfer. This adverse

effect hence poses the problem of detern¡ning the most efficient

geometry in terms of maximum rate of heat transfer at minìmum
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possibìe pumping power. Tube with two longitudinaì internal fins

is anaìyzed w¡th the same basic idea under consideration.

3,2 I'IATHEIIATTCAL r,100 E L

The problem can be compìetely descr¡bed by the Navier-Stokes

equations, continuity equation ãnd energy equation. These equa-

tions after simplificat¡ons based on the assumptions mentioned in

the previous sect¡on can be written as:

ì. Rad ia I llomentum Equation:

âu vôu v' I a¿+Fï+u{v2u-?, lr -g, I"ã;*;ão-;=-ã Tt p r-oq r'' (3.1)

,, lr*r lY * u " = - t ?t + ¡.ó+!{vr., *?,3g - Y,tör r de r pr dQ p- r-dQ r'' (3.2)

2. Angu I ar ,'lomentum Equat i on:

3. Axiaì ,,lomentum equation:

,, -ag. + v à" = - !{P + !{vrri" Ar r âô Pdz o
(3. 3)

¡i, Continuity Equation:

*å,"',.+#= o (3.4)
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5. Energy Equat ion ¡

. AT v AT dTt
Pc iu ã¡ *;6 " ã;J = kV 2T (3.5)

where V¡ Ìs the well known Lapìacìan opèrâtor. Equations (3.'|) to

(3.5) are f ive nonlinear Partiaì differential equations in f ive

unknownsi u,v,w,p and T. The unknowns in these eguations are

¡nseparabìe, and hence equations (3.1) to (3.5) must be soìved

simultaneousìy. The axiaì pressure gradient dp/dz wi ì I be treated

as a constant sînce the flow is fuìly developed. Also' since heat

is added uniformly in the axial direction the axial tenperature

gradient dT/dz becomes a constant.

The terms Fr and FO in equations (3.1) and (3.2), resPective-

ly, represent the radial and circumferential conponents of the

buoyancy force. vl¡thout this force, u, v, ãplôr and 3p/âS reduce

to zero and the model reduces to the case of pure forced convec-

tion. ,'lathemat¡cal ly' the terms Fr and F{ can be expressed as:

ì./
,:

1.. .-r'l'
', 

tta

1

¡3 .6a)
ril

I
at=-Igcosg

t'I

¡.=fgsín09ri q3 .6t)
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where e is the local density, while e ¡s the density correspond-

ing to the wall temperature. lnvoking the BÕussinesqrs approxima-

tion which assumes basicalìy that the density varies I ¡neårly

with temperature, r.re get:

Fr = -{t-ß(T-T")} e cos ô ß'7a)

F,q { I-B(T-TÌ¡) } g sin S

r!

(3.7b)

It is recogn¡zed that, a non-dinensional form for the gov-

erning equations is not only convenient for anaìytical solut¡on

but, in addit¡on the results can also be expressed in a general-

ized form. The foìlow¡ng transformations were used to accotnplish

th is task.

_rR = - (3.8a)tô

13. Bb)

0

(3 
' 8c)
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ut

w_

(3 .8d)

13 .8e)

(3 .8f)

(3 .8g)e*= (T-T")nk/Q

It is assumed that, axiaì Pressure gradient is uniform along

the tube cross section. The independence of dp/dz over r and ø

enabìes the use of following transformation to simPlify the equa-

t¡ons in terms of non-dimensional quantitiess

(3 .8h)
P=

ln the manipulation of governing equations (3.1) to (3.5) in ac-

cordance with the transformations introduced in equation (3.8) 
'

the ¡nvariance of axial temperaturè gradient dÎ/dz is taken into

account and the foìlowing equation, derived from energy balance

over a given control voìume is used:

r"Þ
pv

+
_2
loc r s cos ô
V.

dT
dz "arTrr-wb p c

(3.8i)
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VJith these transformations, a non-dinensional set of

equations corresponding to equations (3.1) to (¡.5) can be writ-

ten as:

l. Rad ia ì l,lomentum Equation!

,,È âu*, v'äu* v*' âpu' ãË * Fãä - Ë = - fi + þ.."o"0 +{v2u'- *,#'- *i, (3 .9)

(3.t0)

q3.l)

(3. t2)

2. Angu ì ar l,lonentum Eguat ion:

3, Axiaì llomentum Equation:

--. av* . v'ðvr' . tr v*
" àR RâÓ R

+ # $ e-"i,,0 * tv'u** *,#*-
vt
;2

u'**-* *-$-= - 4l + v,w*- aR RAó ðz "

4 . Cont i nu i ty Equat ¡on 3

¡ fr <u"nr -+# = o

5. Energy Equat ion:

,," â0* . v*àe* w'
'¡R'laô"p, = I v2o'Pr'-

(3.13)



where Gr and Pr are Grashof and Prandtl numbers defined as:
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Gr.

Pr. E
k

It is obvious from the above equations that the dimension-

less fìow parameters (U*,v*,tJ",P and g*) at any point (R,É) are

dependent on the values of Gr and Pr. As expected, Reynoìds num-

ber is not a factor since the flow is fully developed.

The boundary conditions necessary for solving the above sys-

tem of equations are easy to formulate. Due to the symmetry

around the vertical pìanè pass¡ng through the f¡ns, soìution need

to be sought for onìy haìf of the flow domain. The origin now be-

comes a part of the boundary, and is a point where the boundary

conditions (especialìy for U*and V*) are not well def¡nèd. Conse-

quently, these transformatÌons were adopted:

U - R UF
(3 . I l+a)

V=RVr
(3. t 4b)

0=R0* (3. t 4c)

8ßrJs O

v'?Tk

,, - rùtR
" - - (dP /dz )

(3. I ¡{d)
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As a resuìt of these transformations, the wel I defined boundary

condit¡gns U !V .b, =0 =0 exist at R=0. l.,ith these transforma-

tions, the governing êquations take the foìlowing final form:

l. Rad ia ì l{omentum Equation:

-.r . ,,2 \2'r r \r! r â2IL âVudu vdu u 1V, o gI _ 9j + I 3!t _ :. :-:- + =^ :-
R aR " F aa - --R-1- - * ãl - anz - n ðR - R' ã'zo R' aQ

-frocosO=o
(3. t 5)

(3. t 6)

(3. ì7)

(3. ì 8)

2. Angu I ar llomentum Equation:

3. Ax i a L'lomentum Equat ion l

4. Continu¡ty Equation!

uav v av âP â2V iâV I â2V 2àU
R âR R' â0 A0 âRz R AR R.Ao, R,âo

+fiesino=o

uâi.r vâl1' uI,¡ - ã21nr 1âw I à2t.¡ I.I

ã¡Ë *i,-æ - -ï" - R -.ñt * R ãR - ¡, ff - ¡,= o

âuJ_Iav_^
âR RA0-"
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5. Energy Equat ion:

u a0 u9 v a0 (dP/dz)w
R ôR R' R'àô pr

-l â20,1 ão I a2o e
Pr âRz ' pr R âR - p, RrãOz - Fr- Rr-

(3.19)

ln the above equat¡ons, axial pressure gradient dp/dZ has

ùeeri used as a seãì ¡ng Íactor íor ihe vaiue of i{. This ¡s in ac-

cordance h/ith the assumpt ion that its va iue rema ins a constant,

Since dPldZ appears in the non-dimensional form of the energy

equation, it has to be èvaluated so that any change in thè axiaì

veloc¡ty be corrected and hence properly represented in the ener-

gy cquation. The value of dP/dZ can be calculated as foì lows:

By definition, *o = fu ¡r¡r1'r r dr do

In dimensionl-ess form, Êhe above equation can be

r,¡ritten as,

2 Jr ,rtwtn¿n¿O = trToo

divlding both sldes by -(dP/dz), we get

-d? I
¿z = ¿ ¡.t-ffiEd9.-i tr t"---<¿pTaz¡

and finallY'dP-1
(3.20)

dz 1

-á ,r" ,r u¿n¿OlToo

Hence, the åxial velocity distribution obtained from equation

(3.17) cån be substituted ¡n equat¡on (3.20) and the resuìt¡ng

vaìue of dP/dZ can be used in the energy equation (J,l!).
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The following boundary conditions were appl ied to the gov-

erning equations [(3.15) to (3.19)], wr¡tten in reference to fi9-
ure 3.2:

(a) R-o:

(b) 0 < R < (l-H), É= O" and ì8Oo :

aP_âu_âvt
â0 a0 - ãõ- =-=V=0

o9)

(c) (l-H) < R.l ,É - oo and tgoo !

u=v=r,¡= e= #=o

(a) n=l , o ..< f ..< l'oo :

u=v=I¡J=PÈoÈo

u=v=l¡¡=g=0

(3.2ta)

(3.2 I b)

(3.2 r c)

ôP â2u âlñ = tR-'- ¡¡ (3 .2 1d)



3Þ'

*- ø--

(a)

(c) tb>

R

rdl

Fig. 3.2 Flow donaln and dlfferent locatlons for --

the boundarY condltfons
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The choice of PË0 at R=0 is quite arbitrary and does not in-

fluence the vaìues of U, V, l,l or L According to equations (3,15)

and (3..l6), the pressure gradients and not the absolute vaìues of

pressure are relevent. Since a value of pressure must be speci-

fied in the domain for numerical stability, the above choice was

made. Formuìation of thè mathematical model is now complete'



Chapter lV

I'IETHOD OF SOLUT I ON

oue to the complex¡ty of the governing partiaì differential

equations (3. ì5) to (3.19) , no attempt was made to establish a

closed form analyticaì solution. The finite dìfference method was

cons¡dered to be the best choice.

The technique of false transients in conjunction with the

llarker and gell type of mesh was used with certain modifications.

This technique and its merits are discussed in the next two sec-

tìons. Ho$rever, ¡t is emphasÌzed that, for å complete under-

standing of the approach, this vrhole chapter shouìd be reviewed.

4.I TRANS IENT EOUATIONS

The sèt of equations (1.ìJ) to (3.ì9) with boundary conditions

(3.2'|) are suff ic ient to obta in a steady state sol ut ion of the

present problem. ln the earìy stagês of this work, equations sim-

ilar to (3.15) to (3.19) rrere programmed using direct iterative

nethods but instab¡l ity was repeatedly encountered whenever a

finite non-zero vaìue of Grashof number was used. Accumuìated

truncation error was among one of the less obv¡ous reasons. The

governing equations were not being satisfied exactly at each it-
erat¡on and no handy rèmedy was available.

-38-
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After an extènsive ì iterature survey, the ,larker and Cel I

method or¡ginal ly dèveìoped by workers at the Los Alamos Labora-

tor¡es was selected on account of its inhèrent conservative na-

ture to overcone this problem. Thls method rèquires sat¡sfying

the Continuity equatÌon (3.18) at every time step. lf the time

dependent momentum equat¡ons are modified at each new time step

by forcing the continuity term to zero, convergence and stability
¡s expected. Since a steady state solution is sought, progress

in time couìd be carried out to a point where tinìe derivatives of

all var iab les would van i sh.

ln this anaìysìs, transient solut¡ons are not the goal, but

a tool for establishing the steady state solut¡Õn. The modifica-

tions required in order to incorporate the method of false tran-

s¡ents ¡s stra¡ghtforward. Time der¡vativè terms in the momentum

and energy equations, whìch were previousìy set to zero, are now

retained. l.Jith nondimensîonaì tine, equations (3,l5) to (3..l9)

trould take fol lowing form:

i. Rad ia I llomentum Equation:

# = - *** - *,#* u't,u'- - åå.' #g
tâu I Azu 2 ðv Gr^

- R ã[ * R" ¡õ" - '^=., 
ðO 

* 8 ocosQ

(4.t)

ìi, Angular llomentum Equation:

#=-*# - þ# fi.# - *#
.þ#.t"#-ffe"i,,q (\.2)



iii. Axial llomentum Equation:
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(¡* .¡)

(4.4)

(b .¡)

ãr,ù u â1r v
âÈ RãR
. â2InI lâi.' I'âR2 RâR.R2

$*S+n
â2i,J l,¡

ãõ't * F¡

iv. Cont inu ity Equation:

âU IâV
ãã"156=u

v. Energy Equat ¡on:

âe

1

+ i:ìfT

dL

where rtr is the nondinensionaì time defined as:

u ê v â0 (d?/dz) !¡
'-ñ-r-l'r¡õ.--Pr -
t âe I azo 0

R àR R¿ âô, R'

_gô0
RàR

ã2e

t-'rv / ro,
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Boundary conditions (3.2ì) remain unchanged and are appl icable at

any tìme rtr. The ¡nitial conditÌons for th¡s system represent-

an ¡nitial guess for the values of U, V, l.J, g, and P. A separate

sect¡on wi ll be included later to explain their choice.

Although the,set of equations (4.1) to (4.5) is suff¡cient

to solve for all the five unknowns, the llarker and Cell or rrl'14Cfi

method suggèsts that the pressure should be obtained from a Pois-

son form of the prqssure equation. As r.ril I be seên, this equation

permits the chronologicaì rnodif ication to momentum equations.

lloreover, Roache [30] insists that pressure values thus obtained

are more accurate, This equation can be easily derived from equa-

t¡ons (4.1) , (4.2) and (4.4) and after considerabìe manipuìations

wouìd take the forn:

vzo = -l-L r3¿ + 1 r r !! + V AD -UD ILR'At R'-ðR RâÔ R'

-r- 2ôD D r-\uaRâR-R-r,

Gr .1 cosó ðô 1 â0 ¡* S t R., 0 cosQ - T.* AR 
+ ãz srno ãõ' r

1 ,.âu.2. tâv.2 (u2+v2)+¡zltæ) + (RAó / * ----Tz--

2.UaV VaU.R\RâO Rð0,
â u2+v2, 2 ôuðv, r
âR\ R / RàOãR,J

(l+ .6)

where the term D known ås ¡rdilationrr is given bys

L li:,1.

_ ãu lâvL=ðR*Rðô
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This term represents the continuity têrm and couìd be set equaì

to zero. ln the finite difference form, however, because of the

truncation error, this term is never ¡dentical ìy zero. lf no rem-

edial nethod is incorporated, thÌs error wouìd accumulate and a

driftÌng and consequentìy unstabìe behaviour wouìd be encoun-

tered. The llarker and Cell method suggests that at every tine

step this term should be forced to zero to avoid error accumula-

t¡on. This is done when the ãO/ðt term is expressed in the finite

forward d ifference form as:

âD D''-! D' (4. 8a)är a t

By sett¡ng Dt,*ot "qr"l to zero, thèn

âD

ât
-DÈ
Ár (4 .8b)

ln preparìng the fin¡te dìfference form of equation (¡+.6), the

ðolàt term was replaced by the form (¡{.8b).

Two approaches were suggested in the ì iterature for soìving

Poisson's equat ion¡ these are d i rect methods and the method of

false transients. Direct methods are preferable when poss¡ble bè-

cause they require nuch less conputation time. Unfortunately,
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these methods cannot þe epPl¡ed here because cyl ¡ndricaì coordi-

nates arè being used. consequently' equation (ll'6) was pìaced in

a transient form as fol lows:

S=v'r-o
(4 .9)

where the funct¡on "0" is the whole right hand side of equa-

¿¡e¡ (1r.6) '

\.2 I!.! "ðÀ9" ð!!.E

The cylindrical coordinate equivalent of the llACrr mesh (proposed

originaììy for cartesìan coordinates) is shown in figure 4'l

As can be seen, different variables in a certain celì are defined

at different loçat¡ons' Pressure' axial veìoc¡ty and temPerature

(represented by a solid square) are defined at the centèr of the

ceì ì element, whiìe radiaì and angular velocities (represented by

a solid circle and a hexagon, respectively) are defined at the re-

spectìve radial and angular extrenes'

The finite d¡fference sPatial dèrivatives arê evaluated by

central differences' while forriard differences are used for time

derivatives. Whenever Possibìe' these derivatives are evaìuated

over a singìe mesh spacing' The following examples with reference

to fìgure 4.1 iìlustrate this procedure'

_aq(i+á' j ) =
. i lt+ÀÈ- u(

ãt
u(1+õ

Ar
i+L..i)t (4 . l0a)



ll.

à

t. tl. vI

ur-ll¿,i

s,.l

.{

"2!

I
e

Fíg. 4.1 The "MAC" ¡¡esh Ln cylindrlcel coordinates

!E9!Ð.

I :S-P'H'e
O ,v
a :U
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ff
ðP (i,j ) '- P(i+1 ,j)' - P(i,j)'
âR ÀR

a'q{r+L,i)t -
d¡(

U i+ +

.i)t + u(irrz.i)t

(4. r0b)

(4 . l0e)

t (4. ìoc)

(¡+ . t 0d)

whêre superscr ipt rrtrr represents time, and (.¿At) represents the

t¡ne step. l{henever needed, the values of U(¡,J) and V(i,j) are

def ined as:

?g'? (i+à,jrt - u'?(i+tà,jl-: u'z(t-tZ,-i)t
âR

u(i,J)f =
v (i-r4

)

v(t,J)t' v(1'j-t)t t v(1,J+å)t
(¡{ . ì of)

Product terms ìike UV(¡,j) are evaluated as the product of the

averages and not the averagè of the product, e.9.3
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u v (r,j) - {u(t{+'l)+u(1-k,J)}{v(1,1r+)+v(lrj-L)} (4. l0g)

The complete mesh used in the present analysis is given in

figure 4.2. Points outside the solution domain were used to fa-

cilitate the evaluation of derivatîves on the boundary, Boundary

lufìcr !r9rI5 \).¿r,, srere tmpgseq suçn LnéL, wnenëver ã vartapre

does not lie on the boundary, the average of the inner and outer

values brould sat¡sfy the boundary condition. For exampìe, in fig-
ure 4.1 if U(i+ì/2,j) is at the circumferential walì (and there-

fore is of r¡agnitude zero), W(i+l ,j) is set to be the negative of

l,(i,j) so that the radiaì average of the tþ¿o is zero at the wall

[w(i+t¡2,¡¡-9¡. The same procedure was employed in the anguìar

direction. For points just below the fin surface e.S., (k,2) in

fìgure lr.2 were treated sì ightly differently. Sìnce the influ-

ence of hot fìn surface is believed to be sign¡f¡cant in th¡s re-

gion, first the râdìaì averages of two neighbouring points

(k-l,2) and k+ì,2) were calculated and then the symmetry reìa-

t ionsh ip was used:

s (r,2) - [s (k+l ,2) +s (k-l ,2)) /2.. . . (average)

s(k,l)=s(k,2) .... (symmetry)

Centraì differences in the R and S direction (¡llustrated in

the previous examples) were possibìe everywhere in the core re-
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r lIJ¡E r¡¡!.L
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Tíg, 4.2 The coroplete ueeh used in the present anatylfs
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gion. However, along the first radiaì I ine (i-l/2), the central

difference formulation was nodifÌed in the R direction. Radiaì

derivatives of V, W, € and P were evaluated so that the effect of

their zero magnitude at the or¡gin could be ¡ncorporated. tigure

4.3 i I lustrates this situation.

Us¡ng the Tayìor series expansion, the first and the second radi-

al derivat¡ves can be formulated as:

as(%,i)t - l/2 s(L,j)t + 2/3 s(11ã,i)t - lllo s(2u,j)t
AR AR

{4. r r)

a'g(t,.i)t 
=âR,

s (4.r2)

where S stands f or V, l,/, P or €.

Any other significant fêaturè or special treatnent requìred

will be mentioned in future sections whêre the evaluatÌon of

these var iab ìes is d iscussed,

t+2s t



S{,W,P or 0

R=0
S=0

s,
a,J st\,i s t¿,t

l-* ----tl. ,- ¡¡-- ,11 ÀR-. ' l

Fig. 4.3 Radial derivatives along i=!

¡-to
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4.3 S0LUT l oN PRoCEÐURE

Figure 4.4 outlines the solution alogorithm used to solve

the presènt probìem. An ¡nitial guess (t=0) for the unknown vari-

ables was provided to the program. Soìution process started with

the èvaluation of pressure at t+At from the Poisson equation.

The pressure values thus obtained were used ¡n the evaìuation of

radial and angular velocities. l.lith known values of lJ and V, the

axial momentum equation was solved for unknown values of v{ and

energy equation for the unknown values of e at t=Àt. Progress in

tine was maintained by repeating the above stePs unt¡l the steady

state solut¡on was establ ished. Various features of thê solution

procedure are discussed in the subsequent sections'

4.3.1 lnitial Guess

To start the computations' initial values of U,V,vl,P and g

at t=0 must be specified. Since the transient solutions are not

the objective of this anaìysis, the choice of ¡nitiaì values is

arbitrary. The only factors cons¡dered r.rere ensuring numerical

stabil ity and conserving computation t¡me by choosing initial

conditions as close as possible to the f¡nal steady state solu-

tion.

For smooth tubes and Gr=o and ìOO, the velocity and temPerature

profiìes obtained from the forced convection theory served as

¡nitiaì values. For the finned tubes, the solution of reference

[25] with a few modifÌcations $ras used for Gr=O and 100. For any

geometry, after estabì¡shing the solution for Gr=100, soìutions
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¡t¡¡uúzt D,v,r,0,t
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w¡rs lE g
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¡'low chart of the conputational scheDerLg. 4.4
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were then obtained for Gr=103,ì0',10s and l0'. The final soìu-

tion for any of these values of Gr was taken as the initial val-

ues of the next higher value of Gr. This procedure proved to be

very stable as weìl as eff¡cient in terms of comPuter time'

\.3.2 solution of Poissonrs equation

Equat¡on (4.9) in finite difference form is given by:

r+Ar
P 1P ={vrP(i,j) - o(i,j)}t (4. r3a)

Ar

or:

p(i,i)t+^È = p(í,i)t + ¿t{t'r1i,¡) - o(i,i)}t (4.13b)

The term [9¿P-0] on the r i ght hand s ide of equat ion (4 ' l3b) repre-

sênts the residuals which must be reduced to zero at alì mesh

po¡nts when steady state is reached. This was used as one of the

convergence cr i ter ¡on for pressure and is d iscussed in a I ater

sec t ion.

The term O representing the right hand side of equation (¡{.6)

was decomposed into three parts:

0.I)D+SS+TT

where:

DD = all terms involving "D'l
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SS = all terms not ¡nvolv¡ng rrDrr or rrgrr

TT - aì I terns invoìving rtgrr

With available vaìues of 0 and P at time t' new vaìuês of

pressure were calculated for time t + Ât. Progress in t¡me vras

continued til I convergence of pressure was achieved and the final

vaìues of presgure were used in thè calcuìations of new radìaì

and angular veloci ties.

At the circumferentiaì boundary (tube wall) ' the radial Do-

nentum equation can be used to obtain the pressure values. The

radial pressure gradient based on momentum equation (4'l) can be

wr i tten as:

aP I ð2U I âU

an=[an-z-r aR (4.t4)

Equation (4.1À) can be used to cãìculate the pressure at the out-

side circumferential nodes. However Roache [30] rèported that

this plausible method does not converge. l'liyakoda [3'l] explained

that this approach would cause the soìution to drift endlessly.

He suggested that instead of applying equat¡on (4.14) directìy,

this equation shouìd be incorporated into the difference scheme

(4.'l3) . at interior po¡nts adjacent to the boundary. Fol lowing
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th¡s approach, equation (4.13) tor these Points takes the follow-

ing f orm:

p(i,j)t+^t = p(i,j)t + 
^t{v2p*(i,j 

) - o(i,j)} (4.15)

where, in the 9"P" term' al ì radial derivatives for pressure

were calculated from equation (4.14) . This caused terms I ¡ke

p(i,j)ttot to appear on the right hand side of equation (4.ì5).

This equation was therefore solved aìgebraìcal l)' for P (i,j)ttot

After convergence was achieved, the pressurè values at nodes out-

side the flow domain were obta¡ned from equation (4.1¡t) ' This

compìeted the evaluation of pressure at any time step.

4.3.3 Soìution Þ !,y,! and I
Starting u,ith values of U, V, W, P and € at t¡me t' method

to evaluate the values of P at time t +At Has shown in the pre-

vious section. Using the new values of P, equations (4.1)' (4.2) 
'

(¡{.4) and (4.5) were used to calcuìate the corresPonding vaìues

of U, V, t, and €, respectiveìy, at time t +Àt. The finite dif-

ference form of these equat¡ons [similar to (4.'l3) ] were swept

once. Al I spatial derivatives were calculated in terms of vari-

able values at the previous time stèp (for the first t¡me step'

the ¡n¡tiaì guess was used).
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Aì I f ields thus obta ined werè tested for convergence by

comparing the f ¡elds at time t +At to those at time t. lf con-

vergence was not observed, computat¡ons were advanced to a nèw

time step. This process was continued until aìl f ields were con-

verged, Convergence cr Ì ter ia wi l ì be d iscussed in a l ater sec-

tion. The final convergèd fields were used to calculate the over-

al I fluid flow and heat transfer parameters'

¡l..I CONVTRGENCE CR ITER I Â

For any of the variabìes U, V, W, P or € (in general S ),

the usual cr iter iå for convergence i s:

s (i. )r+Ar_ s
i.

.1,

s(i,i)t
(d (l+ ' l6)

The value of rrdrt can be made arbitrarily snaì I and in ìitèrature'

its vaìue varied from ì0-r to ì0-r' from which, it may be con-

cluded that the whole idea is not rational [30] '

The values of d in equation (4.16) can be made arbitrarily

smaìl and stilì possibìy stop the comPutat¡ons Prematurely. This

then can possibly be avoided by taking f¡rst derivatíves:
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ãsÈ+^t dù
ãt-ãt-

<d
âst
--dL

where L : R or,C or both. A number of time stePs can aìso be

carried out before testing for convergence' i 'e' 3

^ t+n^ t t

St

/,'

where n ¡s arbitrary. Usual vaìues in the I iterature are within

the range ì0 - ì000.

Unfortunateìy, none of these cr iter ía offer a sat îsfactory

answer to the problem and one is restricted in Proceeding with

nore time steps on account of I imited computational time. The

approach adopted for convergènce in this analysis is also subjec-

tÌve, Pressure, being the most sensitive and crucial parameter

was tested against sone apparent p¡tfalls. lt was found that rap-

id progress in time could be made by relaxing the convergence

criterion for pressure at the initiåì stages. Criterion (4.16)

with d being l0-'was used in this process. Poisson's eguation

was obviously not strictly satisfied but convergence criterion

(4.16) with d = l0-'was appì ied for u, v, }{ and g.once this so-

lut¡on was establ ished,equation (4.13) was used further untÌl aìì

the residuals (V¡P-o) were within f l0-t. lt was found that at
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this small values of residuals' convergence criterion (4'16) wnen

applied to ðPlòr and ðP,/ðÉ would give values of d almost equal to

2ero. Th¡s then provided refined values of pressure" the rest of

the variabìes (U,V,W, and 0 ) were computed to satisfy criterion

(4,16) with d - 10-r. ln some cases, the vaìue of d was decreased

to l0-. but no s ign if icant d i fference was notèd.

À.q SELECTION OF THE TII'lE STEP AND I,IE SH SIZE

It is imperative that a vaìuè of Àt be seìected in such a

way that convergence is assured. A cìose examination of equations

(4.'|) to (4.6) revealed that if a criterion is estâbl ished on

the basis of Poisson's equation, it wouìd åìso satisfy equations

(4.l) to (¡r.5).

The most crucial locatÌon was the first radiaì l¡ne (R=l/2

AR ) where values of ôP,/ðR and ÐzPlðR'¡ were defined using equa-

tions (l+.ìì) and (4.12) ' respectively' At this value of radius'

equat ion (4. ì3) is wr i tten as 3

ti -, #+. * 3* * þ$+ - o )*.¡*/z

ln finite dÌfference form, using eguations (4'ìì) and

èPlôR and ô'¡P/ðR2respectiveìy, and collecting terms
t

P (i ,j) at the right hand side, we get

þ.tt)

(4, ì 2) for

involving

¡(r,J)t+Ât - p(r,J)t{ r * a. t$.- fo - fu6¡ )} + other tèrns
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of P(i,j)t should bè positive,For convergence, the coeff ¡c ¡ent

i .e. '

Å^r 8^rI --fuRtz - -<¡nft^ôr >/Q

or;

(AR) 2

(Ar ) \<- tDâx (4. t8)
4(r + ä6'z)

This condìtÌon imposes a sêvere restriction on the size of

mesh which can be used, As can be clearly seen, the use of a very

fine mesh requires extremely smaìl vaìues of¡t and hence very

ìarge computat ¡onal t ime.

For the present analysis, a mesh with AR=O. ì25 and Aô4r/7

was used. According to equation (4.t8), the maximum possible

value of At for th¡s mesh ¡s 0.000357. To insure convergence,

the more conservative value of ôt=0.000ì25 was used. ì{ith this

vaìue of At, a stable numericaì behaviour was observed for al I

geometr¡es and al I Grashof numbers considered in this investiga-

t¡on. The total computational time necessary to establ¡sh the

steady state solution for any combination of geometry and Gråshof
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number wouìd naturally depend on the initial values. l{ith thè

schême foì ìowed for establ ishing the ¡nitiaì values, it was ob-

served that the necessary computational time h¡as ¡n the order of

l/2 minute at Gr=o, but ¡ncreased to about l/2 hour as Grashof

number i ncreased to 10. .

As wiìì be shown ìãter, the accuracy of the present results

¡s not as high as was hoped at the beginning of this investiga-

tion. This is due to the coarse mesh used here. Had we used a

finer mèsh with AR-o,062J and Aþ=ñ/ l4 (¡.e., four times as many

mesh points), the maximum value of Àt predicted by equation

(4,18) would have been about 0.0000239. This vaìue is about l,/15

of the correspondÌng vaìue for the used mesh. Hence, computâtion-

al times for the finer mesh r'rouìd have to increase by a factor of

60 over those for the coarse mesh. lt was judged that this in-

crease is bèyond the availibility of computer time.



Chapter V

RESULTS AND D ISCUSS ION

ln the present analysis, velocÌty, tenperature and pressure

distributions were obtained for f ivê tube geometries. They corre-

spond to H-0 (smooth tube) , H=0.25, H.0.50, H=0.75 and H-l.0.

Variable heating loads (Gr = 0 - 106) were appì ied and a Prandtl

number of 0./ corresponding to air was consistently used. The

mesh shown in figure !.3 was used to obtain all the results. lt
is conceded that, the use of thìs course mèsh increased the trun-

cation errors, however, a close examination of equation (4.'l8) re-

veals that èven a slightly finer nesh would require considerably

more computer time, which is obviousìy scarce and expensive.

Based on velocity and temperature distributions, important

engineering parameters were calculated. ln order to provide a

better iìlustratîon, values of U,V,ll and € were retransformed
*.*f*into the U',V,vJ and g- system discussed in chapter lll. Vaìues

of U* and Vr whìch will be reported in this chapter are defined

at the center of the mesh eìements (where W*,P and 8* were al-

ready def ined) by us ing the averag ing procedure descr ¡bed in

chapter lV.

This chapter explains the nature of fluid flow i.e., the ve-

locity distributions and the nature of heat transfer i.e., the

temperaturê distribution. Whenever possible, these exp¡anations

-60-



are carried out in perspective of two sign¡ficant

the infìuence of heat¡ng loads (expressed ¡n terms

number :Gr ) and the non-dimensional f in height (H) .

gineering parameters and their variations are then

the basis of said distributions.

6ì

factors viz,

of Grashof

ovèraìl en-

expìained on

5.1 VEL0C rrY F rELpS

The three components of the velocity vector are the radiaì ,

angular and axiaì velocities. ln pure forced convection, the only

non-zero component of the velocity vector is the axial velocity

vrhich exists due to the axial pressure gradient. 0n account of

density gradients across the tube cross section' secondary or

buoyancy induced fìow is generated, which is the basis of free

convection. The secondary flow is perpendicular to the tnain flow,

and non-zero values of the radial and angular velocities describe

i ts pattern.

5.1.1 Secondary velocities

Four graphs are presented to describe the picture of secon-

dary flow for èach geometry. Variation of radial velocity ¡n the

vicinity of vertical symmetry plane is shown in the fÌrst two

graphs, vrhi ìe the angular variation of Uf along R=o'5625 is il-

lustrated in the third graph. The fourth graph shows the varia-

tion of the angular velocity along the horizontaì plane C'90o.

These four graphs are therefore used to determine a Picture of

the secondary f low. tor the cases of H=0 and H=0.5, sècondary
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(U*+V* ) are plotted at Gr=ìO' to see the secon-

For smooth tubes (H=0) , figures 5' I to 5.[ are the afore

ment¡oned four graphs, ln fìgure 5.1, rad¡al variation of Ux

along the ø=12.850 l¡ne has been plottèd. The location R=ì corre-

sponds to the tube vúall where all the veìocities are zero. The

negatìve U* vaìues indicate that the fluid is moving downwards

towards the center. For Gr=ì000, wh¡ch correspond to a small

heating load, the values of U* are aìmost negl igible. This im-

pl ¡es that upto this vaìue' free convection effects are almost

¡6¡-¿¡i31g¡¡. As the heat input is increased (higher vaìues of

Gr), f luid is seen to be noving faster toþrards the center. The

maxinum value of U* is seen to exist near the center for all val-

ues of Gr. ln figure 5.2, the radiaì variation of U* along

ø=167.15o ìine is plottèd. This figure ¡s a contìnuat¡on of the

previous figure. Fluid is seen to be moving past the center of

the tube towards the bottom wall (R=l). For Gr=ì03 to l0!, naxi-

mum value of U* exists very close to the center however, for

Gr-10¡ this ¡¡axinum occurs in the bottom part of the tube. As the

wall is approached, flow retards and the magnitude of U* ulti-

matèly goes to zero at the wall. Figure 5.3 shows the angular

variat¡on of U* around the R=0.5625 radial ìine. Along this ìine,

the fìow is noving inwards in the uppêr half of the tube' while

it ¡s com¡ng out in the bottom haìf' Because of this feature, the

mass balance is seen to be satisfied around the R.0.5625 radìal

I ine. lt is obsèrved that the maximum positive value of radìal
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velocity exists along the bottom part of the verticaì center

plane. Posit¡ve vaìues of Ut in the bottom part indicate a down-

ward flow. Thus it can be concluded that colder and hence heavi-

er fìuid ex¡sts along the ó=1800 I ine. ln figure !.4, variation

of anguìar velocity ¡s plotted along the horizontal center plane

of the tube. Upto R=0.4f - 0.65 a downward flow is observed, Near

the tubers circular wall, large negative values of Vx impiy an

upward mot ion,

Wi th these graphs, a genera ì p icture of secondary f I ow in

smooth tubes can be formed. Since the only hot surface encoun-

tered by the f ìuid is the circuìar wall, fluid adjacent to the

wall ìs hot and I ightèr and hènce moves upward. lt replaces the

coìd ând hence heavier fluid in the upper half of the tube, which

in turn comes down in the region away from the circular wal l.

ThÌs picture thus suggests a singl.e loop pattern (known as prima-

ry loop) of the secondary flow, Secondary veìocity vectors con-

firming these arguments are plotted in fìgure 5.5.

Figures 5.6 to 5,g are the four graphs for the case of

H=0,25. At a first gìance, these curves look simiìar to their

smooth tube counterparts, ln fact, the pattern of secondary flow

is aìmost similar in the two cases. However, now the order of

magnitude of secondary velocìties is sìightly smaìler. Two rea-

sons are conceivable for th¡s decrease, First is the fact that

the ¡ntroductÌon of additional sol id surface in the f lo\^i domain

is causìng additional surface friction. ¡lore important however is

the reason that the vertical center plane is now not a complete
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free surface. Longitudinal short fins have the effect of heating

the fluid in their vicinity. Hence in that region, a tendency of

upward motion is establ ished. Fins are however short, and this

tendency is not strong enough to reverse the flow pattern. The

main heat transfer surface is still the circular wall as far as

secondary flow is concerned. Fluid is seen to be moving up near

the waì I in figure 5.9 and moving down in the region away from

the wal l. ln figure $,7 an interesting difference from that of

figure !.2 is observed. lt is the effect of bottom fin at Gr=103:

unlike the smooth tube case, maximum positive values of U* has

shifted close to the center. lt can be explained on the basis

that fluid close to the fin has retarded on account of buoyancy

effects, and hence is slow. Unlike figure 5.3 all curves in fig-

ure 5.8 are flatter near ô=1800. This impl ies that the maximum

positive values of U* (which is an indicator of downward motion

of the cold fluid) is distributed over a region close to the bot-

tom half of the vertical center ìine, and is not strictly limited

to it. Th¡s then suggests that, although the coldest fluid exists

in the bottom half of the tube, it is no longer present at the

vertical center line but is to be found slightly away from it.

The case of H=0.5 is shown in figures 5.10 to 5.13. ln the

vicinity of the upper half of the vertical center plane, as shown

in figure 5.10, fluid is seen to be moving downwards from the

tube wall to the center. The magnitudes of the radial velocities

are greatly reduced from the previous tr.Jo cases. This implies

that the presence of a longer hot fin is increasing the tendency
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of upward motion even more. f,lagnitudes of Ux for the casès of

Gr-l0r and l0' are not extremely d¡fferent, wh¡ch was not the

case for shorter fins. I'lear the bottom fin surface illustrated in

fígure 5.1'l, the downward notion of fluid is limited upto Gr-10.

only. At Gr=l0r hoþrever, f luid exhibits a different pattern. Near

the center, it is moving down with a smal ì radial velocity, and

in the vicinity of the fin, its mot¡on ¡s upwards. This is due to

longer, heated surface of the fin. At Gr=ì0. where maximum heat-

Ìng load is encountered, f luid is seen to be moving upwards along

the entire lower haìf of the vertical center line. tor this case,

the max¡mum negative value of Ux exists at R-0.35. ln f¡gure 5,'l2

where angular variation of Ux is pìotted around R=0,5625, values
*of U for Gr=l0r and l0' are alnost negligible. For higher heat-

ing loads however, f luid is seen to be moving into R=0,5625 radi-

al line in the upper half of the tube. This implies a downward

mot¡on. From ó-90o to about l50o fluid is coming out radíally

downwards. For values of É grèater than 1500, f ìuid has an upward

motion. This figure in conjunction with figure 5.13 suggest the

secondary flow to be ¡n the form of more than one loop (other

loops are known as secondary loops) , which is a deviation from

the previous cases, ln order to verify the conclusions drawn from

the above four figures, figure 5,14 Ìs plotted which shows the

secondary velocity vectors at Gr-10'.

The case of H=0.75 presents a compìetely different picturè.

Figure 5.15 to 5.18 illustratè the nature of secondary flow for

this relatively long fin. tlow, 751 of the vertical center plane
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of the tube ¡s a hêated surface. ln figure 5.ì5 which shot,ts the

var¡ation of UÍ along the þ=12.850 line, f luid motion is upwards

for al I values of Gr. Vaìues of Ui for upto Gr-lo' are very

smal I . Between Gr=l0r and l0', a sharp difference in the magni-

tudes of Ut is noticeabìe, which irnpl ies that, when fins are very

long, significant free convection effects start at very high

heating loads. This fact is also observed in figure 5'ì6. ln both

the figures 5.15 and 5.ì6, an upward motion near the vert¡cal

centèr pìane is observed. A close examination of figures 5.17 and

5.18 suggests the formation of at least two distinct loops. Fluid

is moving up in the Ìmmediate vicinity of the vertical center

plane and the circuìar waì1. lt is coming down in between these

two extremes. S¡nce this behavíour is true for aìl values of Gr'

it can be said that the pattern of secondary flow is determined

by the tubers geornetry. From figure 5.17' location of coìdest

fluid region can be predicted. ln the bottom part of thê tube, it

i s bounded by +-l ì00 and 1300 ì ines. An interest Ìng observat ion

which ñay elucidate the effectiveness of the bottom f¡n as a heat

transfer surface, is made in figure 5.18. At Gr=ì0' and aìong the

horizontal center line of the tube, the magñ¡tude of upward flow

near thè center of the tube is almost èquaì to that at the tubers

circular waìì. This suggests thai fin surface has apPreciable

contribution to the rate of heat transfer. Another important ob-

servation fron figures 5,15 and 5.18 can be made. l{agnitudes of

secondary velocities are relatively smal ler than the H=0.5 case'

Effect of long fins is to suppress the secondary f ìow.
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The case of fut ìy f¡nned tube (H-ì.0) which is in fact a

191i_circy]ar tube geometry is presented in fígures S.tg to 5,22.
Now, since the whoìe vertical centerline of thè tube is a sol id

heated surface, values of veìocities are zero there. Lookíng at
thè radiaì variation of U* along ö=l2.85o line in figure !.1!,
the valuès are seen to increase from zero at the center towards

the increasing radius, For al ì values of Gr, u achieve a posi_

t¡ve maximum in the ¡nterval of R=0.2 to 0.3, and then slofv down

to zèro at R=ì, Flow is upwards for all values of Gr however, a

significant differencè in the nagn¡tudes of U* at Gr=lO. and the

rest demonstrates that, for longer fíns, free convection effects
are feìt at very h¡gh heatíng loads. ln figure 5.21, where angu_

lar var¡ðtion of U* is plotted around the R=0.5625 radiaì ìine, a

fìow pattern similar to thè case of H=0.75 is observed. llaximum

positive values of U* are seen to be in the bottom part of the

tube and are bounded by f=9oo and è=l5oo lines. The area under

the curve where maximum positive vaìues of Ut are observed, is
smaì ¡er than the corresponding area for the H=0.75 case. Thís is
an índication that the region where the coldêst f luid exists is
smaller and local ized. Such a situat¡on is expected. The flow
domain is now totally bounded by a hot surface, and a double loop

pattern discussed earl ier has to be more prominent. Hence colder

fluid confines to a smaller reg¡on. tigu?è 5.22 presents the ia_

dial variation of Vx along the hor¡zontal center plane of the

tube, Vf has a value of zero at the center. Fìuid is moving up

near the center and the circular wall, and, is coming down in the
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niddle region. ln comparison with figure 5.18 (The case of

H=0.75), figure 5'22 indicates a decrease in the valuès of V*

near the center. ln genèraì, magnitudes of secondâry velocities

are lower than the H-0.75 case.

5,1 .2 Axiaì Velocitv

Two graphs for èach tube geometry arè plotted to describe

the picture of primary f ìow. ln the first graph, radial variation

of axial velocity along the horizontal center Pìane of the tube

has been pìÕtted, while the other graPh shows the anguìar varia-

tion of axial veìocity around thè R-0.5625 l¡ne. ln order to il-

ìustrate the effects of free convection on forced convection, al I

graphs include the case of pure forced convection (Gr=o) as well.

F i gures 5.23 and !.21r cor respond to smooth tubes . I n f ¡ gure

5,23, variation of }Jf along the horizontal center plane of the

tube is shown. For the case of pure forced convection' a Paräboì-

ic velocity profile is observed. A siniìar profile ¡s observed at

Gr-lO'. Values of axiaì velocity are found to be maximum at the

cèntèr which is in accordance with the Pure forced convection

theory. lt can be sa¡d that uPto a Grashof number of l0¡' effects

of free convection are small. At Gr=ì0! and l0¡, two changes are

noticeable. tirst, the magnitude of axiaì velocity has decreased

along the horÌzontal center plane, and second its maximum value

is no more at the center of the tube. Recal I ing f¡gures 5.'l to

5.\, it was infered that, for smooth tubes' the region $rhere

coldest fluid would exist is aìong the lower half of the vertical
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center plane. A change of profile in figure 5.23 and a close ex-

amination of figure 1.24 verify this fact. ln figure 5.24' Íot

any non-zero value of Gr, maximum vaìues of V{* are along the low-

er half of the verticaì center plane. floreover, its minimum value

occurs at the upper haìf. A downward shift in maxima can only be

explained on the basis of a downward shift in the coldest fluid

regìon. Looking at the axial velocity gradients at thè wal I in

figure 5.23, increased heating loads have an effect to increase

the waìl veìocity gradients, lt can therefore bè said that, free

convect ion effects increase the surface fr ict ion expèr ienced by

the f lu¡d.

Case of short fins (H=0.25) is sho$,n in figures 5.25 and

5.26. îigure 1.2$ shows almost simiìar velocity profiles as in

figure $,21, Axial velocity gradients at the wall are now slight-

ly steeper, indicating that introduction of two short fins has

increased the surface friction, Figure 5.26 where anguìar var¡a-

tions of v.l* are pìotted around the R-0.5625 line is more reveaì-

ing. At Gr=o, lli is dependent on É, which was not the case for

smooth tubes, Another feature is thè shift of maximum values of

W* slightìy away f rotì the lower half of the vertical center

plane. They now occur at angles which are ìess than ì800. This

behaviour has already been predicted during the secondary flow

analysis, and can be expla¡ned in terms of the location of the

cold f luid. Cold fluid is accumuìated in the bottom part of the

tube but due to the presence of fins, it is slightly a$,ay from

the verticaì center pìane. Being heavier' this f luid has ìarger

locaì axial veìocities,
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Figures 5,27 and 5.28 are Pìotted for H=0.5. ln generaì,

figure 5.27 shows higher axial velocity gradients at the wall

than the previous two cases. A rightward shift in the max¡mum

values of W* is observed as the vaìue of Gr is increased, which

can be attributed to the secondary flow pattern observed in the

previous section. For this value of H' the difference bêtween the

W* profiles for Gr=O and Gr=ìO' Ìs small. lt indicates that as

fins are getting longer, free convection effects are felt at

h¡gher heating loads. An exPla nation of this phenomenon can be

given in terms of the nature of secondary f ìow. As was observed'

the effect of long fins was to decrease the secondary velocities

untiì very high heating loads were appì ied. The single looP Pat-

tern of the secondar),/ fìow was seen to be distorted, and forma-

tion of two or more loops was concluded. That picture is also re-

flected here. Figure 5.28 illustrate tlro major changes when

conpared with figures 5.24 and 5.26. F irst, for alì non-zero val-

ues of Gr, the location of maximum value of axial veìocity shifts

from the hor izonta'ì Pl ane ' Th i s is expla i ned on thè bas is of

colder f luid. l'lore important observation however is thê magnÌ-

tude of axíal velocity gradients at the top and the bottom fins.

At thè top fin (f=oo), steepest gradient is observed for the pure

forced convection case. As the vaìue of Gr is ¡ncreased, gradì-

ents becone less and lèss stèep' At the bottom fin (f=¡goo¡ a

reversed trênd is observed. Fron this observatìon, it can be said

that as the free convect¡on effects become prominent' the top

f¡n offers less resistance to the axial f ìow' whereas' the bottom

fin has an inverse effect.
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Axial vèìocÌty var¡ations for the H=0.75 tube geometry are

pìotted in figures 5.29 and 5,30. ln f¡gure 5.29, two ¡mportant

features pertaining to Gr-o and Gr=10' are observed, First, the

two ì ines almost overlap each other, confirming the notion that

for upto Gr=I0., effects of free convect¡on are aìmost negl igi-

bìe. This was aìso'observed when secondary velocities r.rere ana-

lyzed. Second, it can be sèen that maximum values of Wf have

shiftèd from R=0 (in previous cases) to an R of about 0.1+5. The

second observation can be explained by the presence of very long

fins. Now /!1 of the verticaì center plane is a sol id, heated

surface. High values of W* for the case of Gr=,l0' are distributed

over a large region, ranging from R=0.3 to R=0.6. As observed

previously, secondary fìow was downwards with considerable vèloc-

ities in this region, hence, it ìs obvious that colder fluid ex-

ists underneath th is rad ia ì interva ì , and ¡s ref ìected by the ax-

ial velocity profile. For upto Gr=ì0s, axial velocity gradients

at the þrall are alnost identical. This impl ies that the influence

of secondary flow on forced convection is significant only at

very h i gh heat ¡ng ìoads. F igure 5.30 where var iat ion of l,l* is

pìottèd around R=0.5625, supports this conclusion. From ax¡al ve-

locity gradients, rÌuch larger surface friction is observed at the

bottom fin for Gr=106. l,Taximum values of !{* exìst at 0=9Oo when

Gr=0. At h¡gher heat¡ng loads however, there is a gradual down-

ward shif t.
The case of l'r¡¡ 1¡¡ (H-1.0) is shown Ìn f¡gures 5.3.l and

5.32. Tubers verticaì center plane ¡s now a sol id surface. Fig-
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ure 5.3ì shows the variation of l'l 
* aìong the horizontal center

pìane of the tube. Starting from a value of zero at thè center

(n-o), axial veloc¡ty increases uPto a maximum value at about

R=0.45 and then decreases down to zero at the tube wal ì (R=l) .

Axial veloc¡ty gradients at the walì are almost Ìdenticaì upto

Gr=.l05. lt is concìuded that free convect¡on effects are observed

well above this vaìue of Gr. There is a slight difference in the

values of these gradients even at Gr=ì0'. Figure 5.32 clearl'l

differentiates the surface friction exPerienced by the toP and

bottom fins. l,luch larger surface friction is observed at the bot-

tom f in. ,,laxÌmum values of l,l 
* exÌsting at the /=9oo linè suggest

that the ìocation of coldest f luid shifts more from the hor izon-

tal center plane as Gr increases.

5.2 TÊI.IPERATURE FIELD

Simiìar to the ax¡al velocity, two figures for each tube 9e-

ometry were pìotted for the temPerature distribution' The pure

forcèd convection case (Gr=0) is included for comparativè PUrPos-

es..

tigures 5.33 and 5.34 iìlustrate the smooth tube case' ln

figure 5.33 where the radial variation of 9r is Plotted along the

horizontal center plane of thè tube' minimum values of 9r for

Gr-O and ìOr exist at the center. Central temperature is sìightìy

higher for the ìatter case, implying that although the free con-

vection effects at Gr=lO' are smal l, fluid temPerature is more

uniform. For higher values of Gr, magnitudes of g* are higher
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and therefore the convective heat transfer process is observed to

have been enhanced. tor Gr-ì0¡ and l0', the global minima wÌth

magnitudes greatly increased are seen to have shifted rightwards.

Figure 5.34 which shows the angular variation of 8x around

R=0.5625, further il lustrates these shifts. Location of coldest

f lu¡d which was at the center for Gt=o case, has moved dovún along

the lower haìf of the verticaì center plane. Hot f ìuid however,

has to be found at the upper half, This phenomênon was predicted

whèn vèlocity fields were studied, and can be completèìy ex-

pìained in terms of sècondary flow patterns. An important obser-

vation is made when f¡gures 5,23 and 5.33 are compared. lncreas-

ing vaìues of Gr have created a magnitude difference in both the

axiâì velocities and temperature. However, these relat¡vê differ-

ences are nuch larger for temperature than for axial velocities.

This provides an indication that effects of free convection on

the heat transfer process are expected to be significant.

The case of H=0.25 is represented by figures 5.35 and 5.36.

Figure 5.35 is qualitativeìy simiìar to figure 5.33, a slight in-

crease in the magnitudes of temperature is obsèrvêd as Gr Ìs in-

creased. Tèmperature profiles for Gr=0 and Gr=10' are close to

each other, ìmpìying that at Gr=10' the effects of free convec-

tion arè smaì I . As the value of Gr is increased, a significant

increment ¡n the temperature magnitudes is observed, From walì

temperature gardient it is observed that as the value of Gr in-

creases, local heat fìux also increases. lt indicates enhancemènt

in the overa I I hèat transfer. F igure 5.36 shows that at h ¡gher
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vaìues of Gr, colder f lu¡d no ìonger exists on the lower half of

the verticaì center plane but ¡s shifted away from it.
The case of H.0.5 ¡s shovrn in figures 5,37 aòd 5.38. A

first gìance at figure 5.37 confi rms the notion that as the fin
heíght increases, effects of free convection are felt at very

hígh heating toads. This was observed when veìocity fields wère

examined. Here, the difference between g* values at Gr=O and lO.

is very smalì. Figure 5.38 illustrates thè variation of 9* around

R-0.5625. This figure provides two ¡rîportant observations.

First, location of cold fluid is seen to be bounded.by the /=9Oo

and l=ì400 ìines, This observation verifies the previous deduc-

tions. Second and more importantly is the study of temperature

gradients at the top (d=00) and the bottom (l=180") fins. At the

top fin, the ìargest tèmperature gradient exÌsts for Gr-0, As the

vaìue of Gr is increased, magnitude of this gradient is de-

creasèd, At the bottom f¡n however, the s¡tuation is reversed. lt
is therefore concluded that increasing free convection effects

make the top fin less and the bottom fin more efficiènt in terms

of heat transfer.

F¡gures 5.39 and 5.40 descrÌbe the temperature distribution

for H=0.75 geometry, ln figure 5.39, values of €* near the cen-

ter are no longer the minimun values. This is due to the presence

of long fins which come close to the center. For thìs vaìue of H

and near the center, the secondary f lor., was seen to be moving up-

viards with an appreciable velocity. lt impl ies that f luid is hot

in that region. Rè¡ative minima for g* ¡s seen in the interval of
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R:0.4 to R=0.5. The pattern of secondary fìow explaíns this be-

haviour. As stated earl¡er, for H=0.75 secondary flow moves in at

least two loops, and thè temperaturè profiles in figure 5,39 are

a result of th¡s process. The distribution of gr for the Gr=Ìo¡

case is seen to be flat over a large area. This Ìs expected in

the light of figure !.18. A generaì coñcìusion drawn from figure

5.39 is that for an H of 0,75, signif¡cant effêcts of free con-

vect¡on are felt at Gr values greater than l0¡. ln figure !.40,

the anguìar var¡at¡ons of 8* are pìotted around R=0.5625. ln-

creasíng hêating loads have the effect of shifting the minimum

tenperature away from the þ-!00 I ine. Tèmperature grad¡ents at

the top and the bottom fins clearìy ¡ìlustrate the relative ef-

fectiveness of the two fins.

The câse of H=ì.00 is shown in figures !,41 and !.42. Fig-

ure 5.4ì shows similar 8* distríbution as figure 5.39, At the

center however, due to the presence of solid surface, f lu¡d temp-

erature is equaì to the wall temperature. The two loop pattern of

the secondary flow expìains the occurance of minina at about

R=0,5. Difference between thè cases of Gr=10. and Gr=ì05 is

smal ler than the corresponding difference at H=0.75. Free convec-

t¡on effects are now appreciabìe only at Gr vaìues of about 10..

Since the magnitude of temperature near the center of the tube is

almost equaì to the one near the circular wall, it ¡s expected

that the two regions are equaìly effective heat transfer surfac-

es. ln figure 5.42, the temperature gradients at the top and the

bottom fins exhibit trends similar to the previous cases. Top fin
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transfers a snaìler fraction of heat while, the

now become a more effecient heat transfer 3urfece

r t8

bottom f in has

llaEn i tudes of

g* are however s ì ight I y h ¡ gher than the H=0.75 case

5.3 DISTRIBUTION OF LOCAL HEAT FLUX

A study of the temperature distribution of the previous section

indicates â variation in the local heat fìux distributíon around

the tube circumference and along the fins, For forced convect¡on,

such a variation was investigated by Soì iman et al.[27]. ln order

to explorè the effects of free convection, distribution of locaì

to mean heat flux ratios were calcuìated around the tube circum-

ference, and along the fins. These distributions are shown in

t r gures 5,45 to r.rr.
Figure !.4J is the only nècessary one for the smooth tube

case. lt iìlustrates the d¡stribution of ìocaì tÕ mean heat flux

ratios around the tube circumference. As expected, no variation

is observed for pure forced convection (Gr=O) . As the heating

loads are increased, the bottom haìf of the tube ¡s. seen to be

transfering more heat than the top. l,laximum values are observEd

at Crl8oo This k¡nd of varìation was expected. The rate of heat

transfer is proportionaì to the radial tenperature gradients at

the wall. At the bottom part of the tube, presence of coìder flu-

id greatly increases the gradients, therefore, maximum heat

transfer takes pìace in that region. As was observed, coldest

fìuid existed along the lolrer haìf of the vertical pìane and max-

imum heat is transferred at that point.
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Figures !.4À to 5.f6 ¡llustrate the H=0.25 case' Figure

5.44 shows the d¡strÌbut¡on of heat fìux around the circuìar

waì1, For Gr-o, the distribut¡on is symmetríc around the horizon-

taì bÌsector of the tube. llaxinum vaìue is seen at óE900. As the

hèatÌng loads are increased, the lower part of the tube-waìl be-

comes a more efficient heat transfer surface; an opposite trend

is observed in the upper half. l'Taxinum values are clustered in

the 9=¡29o to C=ì400 region. As was seen, location of colder flu-

id shifted av,,ay from the lower haìf of the vertical center plane

when fins were íntroduced. lt explains the location of maxima in

this f¡gure, Figurès 5.45 and !'46 show the d¡stribution of heat

fìux along the top and botton fins, respectively. The circuìar

wall seems to remain the major heat transfêr surface by virtue of

its area. At the top fin, the heat flux distribution for Gr=o and

lO' starts from zero at the fin base and increases tovJards the

tip. This kind of distribution was reportèd by soliman èt

al.[27], As the effects of free convection are increased, the top

fin shows a change in the form of heât flux distribution' ltaximum

heat fìux ex¡sts at the middle region of the fin rathèr than at

the tip, At the bottom fin (shown in figure 5.¡16) ' the increase

in heat flux ìs nonotonic from the base to the tip for aìl vaìues

of Gr. Higher vaìues of Gr force a higher proPortion of heat

transfer when compared with the top fin.

The heat fìux distributions for the H=0.5 case are illus-

trated in figures 5.47 to 5,\9. Circumferentiaì heat distribu-

tion curves of figure 5.47 surround ìesser areas than their
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H=0.25 counterparts. This reduction in area is an indication that

the fins have become more effective heat transfer surfaces. For

the value of Gr upto l0', the curves are almost symmetr¡cal

around á=900. As the heating is increased, the bottom part of the

tube is seen to be transfering much more heat than the top. Lo-

cation of maxima, which is an equivalent to the maxinum tenpera-

ture gradients, ¡ndicates the coldest fìuid regìon. Along the top

f¡n, as shown in figure 5.48, increasing values of Gr have not

onìy lowered the magnitude of heat flux distribution, but maximum

heat is seen to be transfer ed close to the base of the fin. Near

the tip, heat d¡ssipation is aìmost negl igible. As il lustrated in

figure 1.4!, along the bottom fin, the heat flux is monotonicaì ìy

increasing fron base to tip for all vaìues of Gr. Clearly, maxi-

mun heat is transfered near the fin tip. Unlike other cases, the

curve for Gr=ìO' is concave down. This shows that from base to

the middle of the fin, heat dissipation increases rapidly. As the

tip ís approached, ratè of dissipation slows down. Aì though the

hèat flux ratios are not avaiìable at the fin tip' it can be in-

fered that for even higher heating loads (Gr > t0t), maximuÌ¡ val-

ue of heat flux may not exist at the fÌn tip.

Hèat flux distributions for a relative height H of 0.75 are

presented in figures 5.50 to 5.52 ln figure 5'50, magnitudes of

locaì heat fìux are significantly decreased from all the previous

cases, lt s¡mply impl ies that a larger portion of heat is now be-

ing transfered at the fins. Difference between the case of Gr=o

and l0r is insignificant. For higher values of Gr, more heat is
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transfer ed in the bottom part of the tube. Difference between

heat transfêr effectiveness for Gr.l0! and 10. is very large in

the bottom part of the tube. Figure 5.5.l shows a drastic differ-
ence from all previous cases of H. At the top fin, aìthough thè

maximum heat transfer effectiveness occurs at Gr-0, distribution

of heat flux is seen to be monotonicalìy increasing from base to

tip for all Gr, At Gr=ìo., min¡mum values of qtt ßtt arè noticed,

Recaììing the distribut¡on of secondary velocities near this re-

gion, an upward flow was observed near the top fin. Near the tip,

motion with reduced upward velocit¡es indicated the presence of

colder f luid. However, neâr the base, those velocities had a

ìarger rnagnitude. This sècondary flow pattern expìains the heat

fìux distribut¡on. An examination of figure 5.52, which shows the

heat flux distriÞution along the bottom fìn, ¡ndicates the magni-

tudes of q"/!" to be monotonically increas¡ng from base to t¡p.

Clearly, this behavìour is strictly true for cr=0 and 10.. At

higher vaìues of Gr, curves are concave downwards impìying that

maxinum heat transfer occurs between the base and the tip. At

Gr=106, this maximum is at (l-R)/H value of about O,75. A general

conclusion therefore ¡s that maximum heat transfer effectíveness

is transfer ed to the bottom fin and lower part of the tube-wal l.
Figures 5.53 to 5,55 correspond to the full fin case

(H''l.0). Figure 5.53 being very simi lar to figure 5.50, shows

that the circumfèrent¡al distr¡but¡ons of heat flux for H=1.0 and

H=0.75 are simiìar. An insignificant decrease of magnitudes is

however observed. lt can be attr¡buted to increased hèat trans-
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fer area at the vertical center plane. ln figure 5.54, although

the curves are showing an increase of heat flux from the base to

the tÌp, they are aìl concave downwards. ,'laximum values of heat

flux for all values of Gr exist near the tip. At Gr=l0. however,

as the tip is approached, a sharp decrease in the magnitude of

heat flux is observed. Along the bottom fin as shown in figure

5,55, aì ì naxima for heat flux distribut¡on exist at some dis-

tance away from the t¡p. As the value of Gr increases, these max-

ima shift towards the base and are confined close to the middle

of the fin.

5,\ oVERALL FRrcfl 0N fA.9f9,B5:

Axiaì velocity distribution discussed in an earìy section

¡nd¡cated a substantial variation of surface frict¡on as a func-

tion of Grashof number and tube geometry. The following procedure

was used to evaluate the fRe values. The integral in thè right

hand s¡dè of equation (3.20) can be simpì if¡ed as foììolrs:

G.l)

The summation is carried out inside the f ìor., domain

expresses the area of mesh èlement is given by!

ÁA wh ich

-I
2 -W ^^;-'l^^

dP
ðz

^e 
= RARÀ0 ß.2)
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Therefore

dP -1I
dz = TmÃõ_t !r)- 6.3)

Dimensional vaìues of axial pressure grad¡ent and friction

factor ere rGlated as [34]:

Therefore

But in nondimens¡onal forn:

do 4 t o"-'
Oz ¿tø ¿

dP ro2 doã=o*r \-Ë)

- t dp.
fJw- oz'tt

G.4)

ß.5)

G.6)

Therefore

- v dP.
tE 

- 

(- :; ,r^ w- oL ß.7)
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or
lrtrne=-2ä

9.8)

For comparison, values of fRe at Gr=o are compared w¡th the

series solution proposed by Soì irnan and Feingold [2!]. Table !.1
i I lustrates th is compar ison.

Difference between two sets of values ranges from 0.1* to

lot and can be attributed to the truncation errors ¡n the present

analysis. At non-zero values of Gr, no resuìts are available for

comparison. Table 5.2 I ists the fRe values for all geometries

and Grashof numbers considered. Figure l.!6 il lustrates the reìa-

tive increase in fRe values in comparison yrìth those obtained at

Gr-o (for same geometry) as a function of Gr. For smooth tubes,

the percentage increase is higher than those for finned tubes at

al I vaìues of cr. As the fin height H increases, thè relative

increase in fRe vaìues as a function of Gr becomes smaller. This

is in confirmation with the previous observat¡ons on secondary

flow. For longer f¡ns,the effect of free convection on surface

fr¡ct¡on becones significant at higher heating loads only.
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5.5 NussELr !,!!qEB:

Enhancement of thè heat transfer process due to free convec-

tion and internaì fins has already been discussed, Average vaìues

of Nusseìt number are reported Ìn this section fÕr all the geome-

tries and heating ìoads. A quantitative picture of heat transfer

enhancement can now be seen.

Average convective heat transfer coefficient rrhrr is defined

as:

9.9)

and average value of Nusseìt number based on h is given as:

*'= zf! G.l0)

After considerabìe man¡pulations and using the non-dÌmen-

sìonal form of temperature 0r, Nusseìt number can be written as:

r= Q" 2'n ro (T" - TO,

-t
b

where the bulk value of non

g iven as¡

6. il)

d inens iona ì tenperature, Sb., is

uo = L*þrÍi.Y * o* uø
(5. t2)
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Assuming the values of ll and I to be constant across each mesh

element area, equation(5.12) takes the folìowing form:

-b I,Ig 6. r3)2 (dP/dz) 
^oAR1T

x
R

once the vaìues of gg are obtained, average value of Nusselt

number can be obtained from equation(5,11).

To determ¡ne an estimate of the accuracy of the presènt re-

sults, Nu values at Gr=o are compared liith the ser¡es soìution of

Soìinan and Feingoìd [25]. Tablè 5.3 shows this comparison. Dif-

ference betyreen the two sets of values is within 9* . At non-zero

values of Gr, no results are availaÞle for comparison, Table 5.4

provides the Nusseìt number values for aìl the cases anaìyzed. To

study the relative increase of Nu values as a function of Gr,

f ìgwe 5.57 which shows aìl geonetries, has been pìotted. lnter-

estingly, it ¡s found that the rel,ative increase in heat transfer

is much I arger then the correspond ing increase in fRe val ues.

This ¡s true for all geometries and was predicted when the dis-

tribution of axÌal veìocity and tenperature were examined.
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Chapter Vl

CONCLUS IONS AND RECOI,II,IENDAT IONS

llixed convection during fully developed laninar fìow inside

horizontaì tubes with two internal f ins was investigated numer i-
caì ìy, The l,lethod of false transients supplemented by the marker

and celì kínd of mesh was used to solve the governing partial

differential equations, This solution technique proved to be very

stable but expensive in terms .of computer t¡me. The following

conc lus ions can be drawn from obta ined resu I ts, wh ich correspond

to a Prandtl number of 0.7 and Grashof numbers of up to l0'!

l. ln fuìly developed laninar f ìow, free convect¡on effects

cannot be ignored when the value of Gr exceeds ì0'.

2. The freè convection currents distort the pure forced con-

vective axial veìocity and temperature profiles signifi-

cantly. The bottom part of the tube becomes a more effec-

tive heat transfer surface, and offers more resistance to

the f lu¡d f low. A reverse trend ¡s observed ¡n the top

part.

3. Fins suppress the free convectìve currents. ln general,

for ìong fins (H >0.7Ð, the free convective effects are

significant onìy at very high Grashof numbers (Gr > ì0t).

For shorter fins (H.< 0.5) however, although the eecon-

dar)'/ currents are ìess intense than the smooth tube, the

- t46 -



effects of free convection are

ate Grashof numbers (10. and up)

1\7

s i gn i f i cant even at moder-

4. |lhen free convection is present, the bottom fin becomes a

nore effective heat tränsfer surface and offers greater

resistance to the flow.0n the contrary, the top fin shows

an opposite behâv ¡our .

5. Free convection alters the distribution of local heat fìux

around the tube walì and along the fins. tor all tube geo-

mêtries, thè bottom part of the circular waì I experiences

more heat flux. Along the fins, the heat flux is in gen-

eral higher at the bottom fin, Aìong the top f in, maxinum

heat fìux is observed at the middìe port¡on of the fin for

shorter fins (H S 0,5).when fins are long (H > 0,5), this

maximum occurs at the t¡p of the top fin. Along the bottom

fin, maximum heat flux is seen at the tip for short fins,

however, th¡s maximum shifts towards the middle portion of

the fin when fins are long.

6. t'lagnitude of the local heat flux aìong the fins depends on

the heating loads i.e., the values of Gr. At the top fin,
increasing the value of Gr decreases the magnitude of hèat

fìux. At the bottom fin, a reverse trend is observed.

7. Relative ìncreases in l'¡u and f values due to the presence

of free convection ìs found to be max¡mum for the smooth

tubes. As the fins become ìonger, these relative increases

become smaller. ln general, the relative increase in Nu

valuès is substantiaìly higher than the corresponding in-

crease in f values.
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ln future studies, it is proposed that a finer mesh be used

to ¡mprove the accuracy of the results. As has been demonstrated,

the neighbourhood of the tube's center is respons¡ble for the re-

striction on mesh size. A possibìe approach couìd be the use of

an uneven mesh which is coarser near the center and relatively

f iner away from i t.
Furthêr, it is reconmended that other vaìuès of prandtl

number and even higher vaìues of Grashof number be incorporated

Ìn the present analysìs. obviously, the case of two fins is a

starting point for the mixed convection analysis of the internal-

ìy finned tubes. lt is proposed that iñ future, the case of more

than two fins be studied using simiìar anaiysis.
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